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Registered Office: Aviator Building, Level 14, Ascendas  ITPL SEZ Zone Whitefield Road, Bangalore, Karnataka - KA  INDIA  560066 

Tel: +91 80 7154 8000 | Fax: +91 80 7154 8060 | Email: info@mu-sigma.com | Website: www.mu-sigma.com 

Mu Sigma Business Solutions Private Limited

                   March 2, 2020 

To,  

Divya Sri Dantuluri 

ANITS, Vizag  

  

Dear Divya, 

Congratulations! Mu Sigma Business Solutions is pleased to offer you the role of a                             
Trainee Decision Scientist. Your initial place of work will be at our office premises in Bangalore.                       
Your date of joining is June 01, 2020. 

With Mu Sigma, you will be part of a special category of people who are not only building a path-

success, our road to greatness is long, challenging and less travelled. You have a rare opportunity to be part 
of a team that is not only defining the space of decision sciences, but also challenging widely-held business 
practices and beliefs along the way. 

We pride ourselves on providing an environment where everyone, regardless of role or experience, is 
challenged to learn. The ability to learn and adapt quickly will not only benefit the company, but also help you 
succeed in a world that is changing rapidly. As a Trainee Decision Scientist, you will participate in the Mu Sigma 
Decision Scientist Certification Program which is offered by Mu Sigma University, our training arm. This 
certification program is one of a kind and aims to help you become a well-rounded Decision Scientist through 
a combination of training and on-the-job experience. This program provides you opportunities to obtain three 
levels of certifications by developing a multi-disciplinary skill set encompassing Math, Business, Technology, 
and Behavioral Science. More details of this mandatory program can be found in Annexure 1. 

An estimate of your total compensation is provided in the Cost to Company form in Annexure 2. Your annual 
compensation will include base salary, variable performance bonus, provident fund contributions and other 
components listed in Annexure 2.You will also be paid a Salary Advance of INR 5 lakhs, upon successful 
completion of your training program and being certified by the Mu Sigma University (MSU).  The variable 
performance bonus will be determined bas
Please note that your compensation at any time will be governed by the prevailing company policies and will 
be subject to deductions in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. 

As a Mu Sigma employee, you will also be eligible for a bouquet of benefits as listed below:  

1. Leave benefits: A flexible paid time-off plan which includes earned leave, casual/sick leave. This 
plan and leave accrual will be in accordance with the prevailing company policy. 

2. Medical insurance benefits for its employees and their families: 
insurance plan covers you and up to three of your dependents for hospitalization expenses up to 
INR 3,00,000. 
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3. Critical Illness benefit cover: This will be in the form of a one-time payment of sum insured as 
per the company policy. This payment will be made only on the first instance of critical illness in the 
life time of the employee. This is applicable only for the employee.  

4. Kwench: This is a free online library service that Mu Sigma provides its employees. You can access 
the library at a click and enjoy the goodness of great books & good authors. Kwench is that platform 
which enables you to borrow books online and the ordered book is delivered to office. 

Note: These benefits are subject to change at the discretion of the management. 

Background & Drug checks: 

The Company shall be entitled, at its discretion, to conduct reference and / or background checks and/or 
Drug checks as per Company policy. In the event the results of such checks are unsatisfactory on any account, 
the Company may, in its sole discretion, revoke this offer / or terminate employment at any time. 

As part of the joining process it is important that you provide us with the documents listed in Annexure 3.  

Termination of Employment: 

 This offer stands withdrawn with due communication and employment will be terminated without notice 
if the offered candidate or employee has not completed the entire academic course i.e. has been unable to 
clear / pass every subject of the course successfully, to be eligible for the award of a valid degree. 

 Termination of employment and consequences of termination shall be governed by the applicable clauses 
as contained in the employment agreement that you will be required to sign on the Date of Joining. 

General: 

Offer Letter is not to be considered to be a binding contract guaranteeing employment for any specific duration. 
The Company reserves the right to vary or alter the terms and conditions of this Offer Letter and the right to 
revoke this Offer Letter without cause and without notice period of such revocation up to any time prior to the 
Date of Joining. This Offer Letter is subject to a successful completion of the hiring process, which includes 
execution of the standard non-disclosure and inventions assignment agreements and execution of the 
appointment letter/contract of employment between you and the Company and any other documents as 
requested by Company as and when required. 

You are bound to abide and adhere to the policies, rules and regulations enforced by the company from 
time to time including those related to conduct, discipline, benefits, salary review, retirement and any other 
matters as though these rules, regulations and orders were a part of the agreement. Such policies rules and 
regulations may be subjected to alteration and amendment at the discretion of the management. 
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Governing law:  

This Contract shall be governed, interpreted and enforced by and in accordance with the laws of India. 

Acceptance of our offer: 

This offer letter supersedes any prior offer letters or employment agreements you might have received 
from Mu Sigma. Please acknowledge your acceptance by signing below. We look forward to welcoming you to 
Mu Sigma and wish you all the best for a long and exciting career here. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

____________________________________ 
Deepa S Mahesh 
Global Head Strategic Hiring 
On behalf of Mu Sigma Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 

 

Declaration 

I have carefully read and understood the terms of this agreement /offer letter including all the annexures 
and accept the same unconditionally. I agree to be bound by rules and regulations of the company as may be 
amended from time to time.  

 
Agreed to and accepted: 
 

_______________________   _________________________   __________________ 

 Candidate name      Signature      Date 
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Annexure 1 

Mu Sigma Decision Scientist Certification Program 

 As a Mu Sigma employee, you are eligible and required to participate in the Mu Sigma Decision Scientist 

certification program aims to create well-rounded Decision Scientists by imparting the requisite training in 
Business, Applied Math, Technology and Behavioral Sciences. At the time of joining you will be uncertified and 
designated as a Trainee Decision Scientist. It is mandatory for you to acquire the requisite certifications to 
move to the next designation in a time frame as shown below: 
 

Designation Certification Period Window Certification 

 
 
 
 

Decision Scientist 

 
Between 18-24 months from 
DOJ  

 
Decision Scientist  Beginner 

 
Between 33-42 months from 
DOJ  

 
Decision Scientist Practitioner 

 
Apprentice Leader 

 
Beyond 42 months  

 
Decision Scientist  Manager 

 
 Please note that your compensation is not linked with the certification and promotion while you are on the 
fixed career track.  
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Annexure 2 

 
 Your special allowance component also comprises of FBP (Flexi Benefit Plan). 
 You should be on the rolls of the company at the time of the payout to be eligible for performance based 

variable Pay. You would not be eligible for this payout if you have resigned/exited or serving notice. 
 Compensation revision is applicable as per the defined organization timelines. 

 
* PF amount mentioned may differ based on nationality as per governing laws. 

** You shall execute and comply with the conditions mentioned in the Salary Advance Agreement 

*** Over three jumps, the total CTC will be at least INR 21 lakhs 
 

TOTAL COMPENSATION BREAKUP (in INR) 

Sl No Particulars Per Annum Per Annum Per Annum CTC over 3 jumps 

1 Basic Pay 180,000       

2 HRA 72,000       

3 Statutory Bonus 15,000       

4 Special Allowance 41,400       

5  21,600       

  Total compensation 330,000       

 1st Compensation Revision      
1 Basic pay   222,750     

2 HRA  89,100   

3 Statutory Bonus  15,000   

4 Special Allowance  146,550   

5   21,600   

6 Variable pay   55,000     

  Total Compensation   550,000     

 2nd  Compensation revision      
1 Basic pay     293,625   

2 HRA     117,450   

3 Statutory Bonus   15,000  

4 Special Allowance   204,825  

5    21,600  

6 Variable pay   72,500  

  Total Compensation      725,000   

 Advance Salary**       500,000 

 Total Compensation (over three jumps)        2,100,000 ***  
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Annexure 3 

Documents required at the time of joining 

We request you to submit two copies of the following documents: 

a. All educational certificates including mark sheets in full 
b.  
c. Aadhaar Card 
d. Particulars of blood group and any medical allergies 
e. Recent passport sized photographs (four nos) 
f. Copy of PAN Card. 

 

The Company reserves the right to request for any additional documents to be submitted along with the 
above on the Date of Joining or at any time during the term of employment 

 

Please report on your date of joining at 12.00 P.M. at the below mentioned address: 

 

Mu Sigma Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 
 
10th Floor, Aviator Building Ascendas  ITPB SEZ, 
 
Whitefield road, Bangalore - 560066. 
 

In case of any queries or questions you can reach out to:  

 Contact Person : Anshul Misra 

 Email id  :  anshul.misra@mu-sigma.com 

 Contact No. :    8105969667
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2/23/2021 Anil Neerukonda Institute of Technology & Sciences Mail - Fwd: Amazon_Intent to Offer

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5a61863549&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1692474359403371903&simpl=msg-f%3A16924743594… 1/2

Reddi Prasadu <rprasad.it@anits.edu.in>

Fwd: Amazon_Intent to Offer 
1 message

Aditya Sundar Raja { IT } <adityasundar.it@anits.edu.in> Tue, Feb 23, 2021 at 2:01 PM
To: Reddi Prasadu <rprasad.it@anits.edu.in>

Regards, 
 N.Aditya Sundar
Cell:- +91-9985858666

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Chandrakanth Dhanunjai <dhanunjaay9@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Oct 7, 2020 at 10:14 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Amazon_Intent to Offer 
To: Aditya Sundar Raja { IT } <adityasundar.it@anits.edu.in> 

Dear Dhanunjai,
 
We are pleased to record this intent to offer for the posi�on So�ware Development Engineer Tes�ng with Amazon.
 
Upon your acceptance of this Intent to offer, we will share a defini�ve offer le�er, which will outline the specific
employment terms and condi�ons. The content of this Intent to offer are strictly confiden�al between you and the
Company.
 
Your deployment and work loca�on will be Hyderabad, India.
 
Please find below the indica�ve compensa�on components:

 

Indicative Compensation Components Amazon Offer (INR)

Base Salary INR. 13,50,000

Sign on Payment -1st year INR. 3,50,000

Sign on Payment -2nd year INR. 3,00,000

RSU INR. 10,00,000

 

The Company shall conduct a background verification and your employment with the Company will be subject to your
background check records being clear, in accordance with the policies of the Company prevalent from time to time.
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2/23/2021 Anil Neerukonda Institute of Technology & Sciences Mail - Fwd: Amazon_Intent to Offer

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5a61863549&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1692474359403371903&simpl=msg-f%3A16924743594… 2/2

Request you to please fill in the required details in the attached excel sheet and respond along with your
acceptance.  

 

Please reach out to me for further information/clarification, if any.

 

Please treat this intent to offer as personal and confidential.
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8185824538

sivaramakrishnagundubilli@gmail.com

531081

door no:a1-63,kagitha(V)

Siva Rama Krishna

ANIL NEERUKONDA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCES

Visakhapatnam

9951031318

Andhra Pradesh

Andhra University

India

Gundubilli
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October 19, 2020

IBM India Private Limited
Manyata Embassy Business Park,
G2 Block, Nagwara Outer Ring Road, 
Bangalore - 560045, India. 
Tel : 91-80-49139999 
http://www-07.ibm.com/in/careers/

Dear Malyadha Ratnam Bora

The world is at a major turning point; technology is enabling entirely new forms of business  operations, 
business models, industries and outcomes. We have exponentially more power to reach the full potential of 
our life's work than any humans before us. This is IBM’s vision for the future.

We invite you to join us as a Technical Support Associate, in band 3  to do your best work ever. You will be 
working alongside passionate IBMers, business & technology experts, who are constantly building their 
knowledge and expertise to find the best solutions to help our clients achieve their goals and create new 
possibilities.

At IBM you will experience an inclusive and collaborative culture where you can offer ideas and solutions, no 
matter your experience or area of expertise - you have an audience that listens from Day 1. You will have 
access to world-class learning opportunities to help you create the career you’ve always imagined. Join us and 
you’ll be proud to call yourself an IBMer.

Your letter of employment is attached, for your review and acceptance. Please do not hesitate to reach out to 
us in case of queries or concerns. We look forward to hearing from you soon and welcome you to be a part of 
our team.
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October 19, 2020

IBM India Private Limited
Manyata Embassy Business Park,
G2 Block, Nagwara Outer Ring Road, 
Bangalore - 560045, India. 
Tel : 91-80-49139999 
http://www-07.ibm.com/in/careers/

Dear Malyadha Ratnam Bora

We are pleased to offer you the position of Technical Support Associate, in band 3  at IBM India Pvt Ltd(IBM 
or Company). The terms and conditions of your employment contract at IBM are detailed below. Please read 
these important details carefully, including your compensation and benefits.

Acceptance and Commencement

Your appointment will be effective on your joining date, i.e November 3, 2020. Please contact us immediately 
if you require an alternative joining date. If you do not confirm your acceptance or we are unable to set an 
alternative date, this offer will be withdrawn.

To confirm your acceptance of this offer, you are required to:

 Accept this offer by selecting the 'accept' option at the bottom of the form. Please note that if you do 
not provide your acceptance, you will not be allowed to join on the joining date specified above.

 Any change of joining date must be communicated to the recruiter at least 5 days prior to your original 
joining date. The new joining date must be a weekday (except Saturday & Sunday) and should be no 
later than 5 days from the joining date specified above.

 On your first day of employment, please report at 9:00 am to Building # 3, IBM India Private Limited, 
Mindspace, Hiteched City, Madhapur, Hyderabad, Telangana, 500081. You will meet with your 
Onboarding Specialist who will assist you with your joining formalities. If you have any questions about 
your first day start paperwork, please send an email to pronboar@in.ibm.com.

On your joining date, please bring (i) 1 copy of this letter duly signed and dated by you (ii) 2 self photographs 
(passport size, color with white background) (iii) One set of print outs of the completed on boarding forms & 
Originals (iv) Aadhaar number (If you do not have one, please apply immediately and provide the enrolment 
number on the day of onboarding). This is required to facilitate remittance of your provident fund to the 
Employees Provident Fund Organization, as well as for any other purposes that may be required by statutory 
and regulatory authorities. Please note that Aadhaar is currently not mandatory for employees who do not 
hold an Indian passport, hence please notify us in advance if you fall within this category (v) Two sets of 
photocopies of the following mandatory documents:
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 Relieving document from most recent employer - Relieving letter or Service Certificate or Resignation 
acceptance email with last Working day (LWD) confirmation

 Passport and Pan card- If you do not have Passport or Pan card you need to bring one of the following 
IDs.

o Voter ID card
o Driving License
o Aadhaar Card
o Senior Secondary result/certificate with DOB and photo (for University hires only)

 In the absence of Passport and Pan card, apply for the same immediately and carry on one of the 
following as mentioned above to complete on boarding process.

 Disability certificate - If you have stated in your application to IBM that you are differently abled, 
please bring the disability certificate as per the prescribed format, duly filled & signed.

 Name change document - If you have ever changed your name at any point of time, and for any reason 
whatsoever.

 Valid Indian Work Permit, if applicable.
 Education documents (For University hires only) :- Degree certificate and all year mark sheets for the 

highest degree attained.

The other terms and conditions of the offer are as follows:

 Your employment with the Company is at all times subject to you having a valid work permit from the 
Government of India. It is your responsibility to obtain and maintain throughout your employment a 
valid work permit. A copy of the work permit needs to be furnished by you on the date of on boarding, 
failing which you will not be permitted to join.

 Your initial posting will be in Hyderabad . However, your services are transferable, and you may be 
assigned to any other department, location or office of IBM, a subsidiary, or associate company as the 
Company may decide from time to time. Your project, designation or role may be changed at the 
discretion of the Company depending on the work assigned to you. In such case, you will be governed 
by the policies of that location and role.

 You acknowledge that the technology industry undergoes rapid transformations and structural 
changes. In this context, IBM frequently enters into agreements with other entities, including 
outsourcing arrangements, transitions, mergers, acquisitions, divestitures and other corporate actions. 
If any such action relates to your role / position, you agree to cooperate with IBM and take any 
necessary steps to ensure a smooth transition.

 Your appointment and continued employment at IBM is conditional upon satisfactory reference & 
background checks including verification of your application materials, education and employment 
history. 

 Your employment is also contingent upon your ability to work for the Company without restriction (i.e. 
you do not have any non-compete obligations or other restrictive clauses with any previous employer). 
If any information furnished by you in your application for employment or during the selection process 
is found at any time during your employment to be incorrect or false, and/or if you have suppressed 
material information regarding your qualifications and experience, the Company may terminate your 
services without notice or compensation.
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 Your designation may be changed at the discretion of the Company depending on the work assigned 
to you.

 You may be required to travel on Company work and you will be reimbursed expenses as per Company 
policy.

 If you are absent for a continuous period of 8 days without leave or obtaining your manager’s 
approval, you will be deemed to have voluntarily terminated your service without notice.

 You will be on probation until your successful completion of the probationary period is confirmed in 
writing. The normal probation period is [1] year but may be extended or confirmed earlier based on 
your performance and at your manager’s discretion. At any time during your probationary period, 
either you or the Company may terminate your service by giving 30 days notice or basic salary in lieu 
thereof.

 Upon completion of your probation period and confirmation as a regular employee, you or the 
Company may terminate your service at any time by giving 90 days notice or basic salary in lieu 
thereof. However due to exigencies of business the Company may at its sole discretion reject the 
salary in lieu of notice and ask you to serve the entire or part of the notice period. You shall not be 
deemed to have been relieved of your services except upon issue of a letter by the Company to that 
effect.

 IBM encourages and fosters a culture of strong performance from its employees. Accordingly during 
your service with IBM, you will be required to comply with the following:

o The Company presents multiple opportunities across technologies to support employees 
develop their skills and build their career. You shall maintain a satisfactory level of 
performance at all times.

o You agree to utilize IBM’s resources, materials and training programs as applicable, and shall 
ensure that your skills are at all times current and relevant to IBM's business.

o You may be required to undergo certain training and assessment programs from time to time 
and shall complete the same to the satisfaction of IBM.

o You also understand and acknowledge that IBM requires its employees to be productively and 
effectively utilized at all times. IBM maintains listings of open positions on its internal job 
postings page. If you are no longer deployed on a project/ assignment, you shall search for 
positions that are commensurate with your skills and experience and ensure you are effectively 
utilized. If selected for such positions, your movement to these positions will be subject to 
IBM’s processes and policies.

o You will be aware that the Company works on a round the clock model depending on customer 
needs. You hereby consent, should your role require it, to working on any shift, including night 
shift, to support the business requirements of the Company.

o Your compliance with the above terms and conditions shall be reviewed from time to time and 
shall be an integral condition of your continued employment with IBM.
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 You will retire from the services of the Company on attaining 58 years. Retirement action will be 
performed one day prior to the last working day of the retiring month.

 Upon your resignation or retirement from the Company or termination of your services, you are 
required to return all assets and property of the Company such as documents, machines, data, files 
and books etc. (including but not limited to leased properties).

 Any and all of the terms and conditions of service may be modified or changed at the Company’s 
discretion.

 You will, by default, be enrolled in IBM’s Group Mediclaim Insurance Policy, unless you choose to opt 
out. A nominal premium will be charged to you for the same, for as long as you participate in the 
Policy. All benefits as outlined herein and in IBM policies are subject to change at the Company’s 
discretion. You will be entitled to privilege leave in accordance with the Company’s policy as applicable 
from time to time.

 It is your responsibility to notify the Company of any changes in your personal information within 3 
working days. All notices shall be considered duly and properly delivered to the address on file with 
the Company.

 Your individual remuneration is strictly confidential and is detailed in Annexure A. It has been 
determined based on numerous factors such as your job, skills-specific background, and professional 
merit. This information and any changes made therein should be treated as personal, confidential and 
should not be disclosed to any person without IBM’s prior written authorization.

 During your service with the Company, you are expected to devote your whole time and attention to 
the Company's affairs and refrain from directly or indirectly engaging in any other employment or 
business in any role or capacity.

 Information pertaining to IBM operations and intellectual property is confidential as detailed in 
Annexure B. You will also be bound by more specific non-disclosure agreements on sensitive issues 
based on business requirements. If you are bound by a confidentiality agreement with a previous 
employer, you must notify the Company and indemnify the Company against any breach thereof.

 You hereby agree to abide by all the rules and regulations of the Company and accept the policies and 
processes of the Company which are in force from time to time and the Company shall have the right 
to vary or modify any or all of the rules, regulations or policies and the same shall be binding on you.

 All employees are required to read and comply with IBM’s Business Conduct Guidelines and sign a 
statement to this effect. Any breach of the Guidelines or the terms and conditions of employment may 
result in termination of your service without notice or compensation.

 You will abide by all the rules and regulations of the Company which are in force from time to time and 
the Company shall have the right to vary or modify any or all of the above terms and conditions which 
shall be binding on you.

 This offer is conditional upon your having a valid Passport. If you do not have a passport as of the date 
of this offer, you are required to apply for one immediately and produce the relevant 
acknowledgement on the day of your on boarding. Should you be denied a passport or if you are 
otherwise unable to produce a copy of your passport, IBM shall be entitled to terminate your 
employment for cause. It is a condition of your employment that you have a valid passport at all times.

 You will be required to register your profile with National Skills Registry once you join IBM. The details 
on the National Skills Registry are available on www.nationalskillsregistry.com .To complete the 
registration process, you will be required to submit a photograph, a photo identity proof and 
registration fee of  INR 300 + (Service taxes as applicable) - which includes  INR 50/- annual usage fee 
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at the POS (Point of Service) helpdesk at IBM office Registration with National Skills Registry is 
mandatory and should be completed within 30 days from your date of joining.

 You will be required to provide the Aadhaar Number on the day of onboarding and the same must be 
updated on the HR Systems mandatorily within 30 days of your onboarding. Please do ensure that the 
name as per Aadhaar is exactly the same as the name given by you to IBM, and that appears on this 
employment contract. In case there is a mismatch please have the same rectified with Aadhaar 
authority (UIDAI) prior to onboarding.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

ANNEXURE A

DATE October 19, 2020

NAME Malyadha Ratnam Bora BAND 3  

DESIGNATION Technical Support Associate LOCATION Hyderabad

Compensation Components IBM Offer (in INR)

1. Annual Basic Salary 180000

2. Annual Flexible Benefit Plan (FBP) 67314

Annual Reference Salary 247314

3. Retirals

   a) Provident Fund (PF) 21600

   b) Gratuity @ 4.8% 8640

Annual Reference Salary + Retirals 277554

4. Performance Linked Variable Pay 0 to 43800

5. Annual Potential Compensation Annual Reference Salary + Retirals + Performance 
Linked Variable Pay

*Company currently has performance linked variable pay program with performance measured against criteria 
announced at monthly or quarterly frequency. This forms a part of the variable earnings and actual earnings & 
frequency of payment will be as per the defined Company Policies. The management reserves the right at its 
discretion to modify/amend/withdraw/continue with the program.

All salary components may be subject to restructuring or modification based on IBM policies.

OTHER BENEFITS:

 By default, you will be enrolled in the Group Mediclaim Policy. You need to enroll your immediate 
family (Spouse & up to Four Children) within 45 days of joining.  If you wish to do so, a nominal 
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premium for covering you and your family will be charged to you unless you choose to opt out for 
yourself and family.

 Group Term Life and Accident Rider Coverage

OTHER COMMITMENTS/ CONDITIONS
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The impact of today's technology and pace of change is tremendous. We hope you're as excited as we are to 
play a part in that revolution. At IBM, we're changing the world every day and we will be delighted to have you 
as part of our team. To confirm your acceptance of this offer letter on the terms and conditions specified 
herein, please sign in the space specified below and return the signed copy to IBM on your on boarding day.

Signed By - IBM Authorized Signatory
Talent Acquisition Leader ISA

ACCEPTANCE OF APPOINTMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS (TO BE UPDATED BY THE CANDIDATE ON THE DATE 
OF JOINING))

I agree that I have read, understand, and accept employment with IBM under the terms and conditions stated 
above. By signing on this offer, I also agree and acknowledge that this offer letter does not require a physical 
signature, and the issuance of this offer of employment to me, my acceptance of this offer, and IBM's 
acknowledgment of the same and the affixing of a signature by the IBM representative shall be adequate to 
constitute a valid contract of employment between IBM India Pvt Ltd. and me. (Please sign below to confirm 
that you agree with the terms and conditions stated in this offer.)
SIGNATURE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRINTED NAME
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE OF JOINING
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VERIFIED BY (FOR OFFICE USE ONLY - TO BE UPDATED BY ON BOARDING SPECIALIST)

SIGNATURE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRINTED NAME
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL
Explanation of Compensation Components

Component Summary Explanation*

1. Basic Salary The fundamental salary component to which many other compensation 
components are linked.

2. Flexible Benefit Plan (FBP)
The FBP allows employees to choose a benefit basket that suits their needs. For 
certain elements, employees may avail of tax exemptions as per prevailing tax 
laws. The elements are listed below.

(a) Leave Travel Allowance 
(LTA)

LTA can be used for up to maximum of economy class airfare twice during a 4 
year period as per Income tax rules.

(b) House Rent Allowance Maximum 50% of Basic Salary per annum. To be used for house rent.

(c) “Flat” Allowance Remaining FBP funds and is a taxable amount.

3.  Retirals These elements of compensation are not paid out until later when certain 
conditions are met.

(a) Provident Fund (PF) 12% of Basic Salary is contributed to the Provident Fund.

(b) Gratuity

4.8% of Basic Salary, which denotes the company's contribution to the Gratuity 
Fund based on actuarial calculations. You are not entitled to this amount as a 
cash component as this is intended to be a retiral benefit. Gratuity is payable to 
you as per the IBM Gratuity Trust Fund Rules and the Payment of Gratuity Act, 
1972, on cessation of your employment after at least 5 years of continuous 
service with the Company. The amount of gratuity payable shall not exceed 
Twenty Lakh rupees (INR 2,000,000).

(c) ESIC
Until your monthly wages are up to INR 21,000/- per month, or such other 
amount prescribed by law, you will be covered under Employee State Insurance 
Act, 1948 (ESIC) and will be entitled to avail benefits under the same.

Annual Reference Salary Annual Basic Salary + Annual FBP

4. Performance Linked 
Variable Pay

Amount of Target earnings mentioned under Performance Linked Variable Pay 
Program is determined based on your specific role and process/client aligned and 
subject to change based on any changes to your roles & responsibilities. This 
forms a part of the variable earnings and actual earnings & frequency of payment 
will be as per the defined Company Policies. The management reserves the right 
at its discretion to modify/amend/withdraw/continue with the program.

*For detailed information please refer to Company policies, which are subject to change from time to time.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

Other Benefits– Additional Information*

Group Term Life Insurance Plan:
This is a company paid benefit which provides group term life coverage to all employees of IBM India Pvt. Ltd. The benefit 
basis for life coverage is sixty times monthly basic salary subject to a minimum and a maximum coverage as stated in the 
policy. The coverage is subject to completion of the Insurance Company’s prescribed insurance underwriting procedure 
and awarding of coverage by the insurance company.  Coverage applies world-wide, 24 hours a day.

Group Personal Accident Plan:
This is a company paid benefit which provides group personal accident coverage to all employees of IBM India Pvt. Ltd. 
The benefit basis for accident coverage against permanent total disability, permanent partial disability and 
dismemberment is sixty times monthly basic salary subject to a minimum and a maximum coverage as stated in the 
policy. Coverage applies world-wide, 24 hours a day.

Group Mediclaim Insurance Policy for Self and nuclear family (spouse and up to 4 children)
By default, you will be enrolled in the Group Mediclaim Policy from the date of your joining with a coverage of up to INR 3 
Lakh per year under Family Floater plan. As part of that, you can also enroll your immediate family (Spouse & up to Four 
Children) through our Third-Party Administrator’s (TPA) website within 45 days of your joining. If you decide to avail 
Mediclaim insurance policy, there will be an applicable Co-share of premium deduction from your salary. If you wish not 
to be covered, you may choose to opt out within 45 days of joining. You have the option of enhancing this cover up to a 
maximum of INR 10 Lakh per year (incremental premium to be borne by employee).

You also have the opportunity of purchasing insurance coverage for your parents. This is on an individual coverage basis 
and the premium incurred is to be borne by you.

Mid-term inclusion of only new born babies (within 45 days of the child birth) and newly married spouse (within 45 days 
from the date of marriage) is allowed. The insurance coverage for the newly acquired dependent (spouse/child) will be 
with effect from the date of event (marriage/ birth whichever is applicable)
*Subject to enrolling the new dependent within 45 days from the date of event.

All hospitalization claims under the Medical Insurance Policy pertaining to employee is borne by insurer at 90:10%. Claims 
pertaining to dependents (spouse, children and parents) will be borne by insurer and employee on a 80% : 20% basis.

Critical Illness Buffer
This benefit is provided to help you and your nuclear family in times of medical emergencies. If an employee, spouse, or 
child is diagnosed with any of the illnesses defined under the "Critical Illness Buffer" criteria, you can also be eligible for an 
additional amount of INR 7 Lakh for required treatment once the Family Floater and any additional cover (if taken) is 
exhausted. This is subject to available Corporate Buffer and policy T&C.

Domiciliary Benefit
Domiciliary expenses on out-patient care for employee, spouse and children up to a maximum of INR 10,000/- ( at 50% 
Co-pay) is also provided to employees who participate in the Group Mediclaim Insurance Policy.

National Pension System (NPS)
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NPS is a voluntary defined contribution-based scheme option provided to all IBM India Regular employees. It’s a tax saving 
retirement vehicle for which you can enroll by declaring your monthly contribution, minimum Rs. 500 per month and 
maximum of 10% of your Flexible Benefit Plan, on IBM Intranet. You can find more details about this program on IBM 
intranet.

Compensation under Employees Compensation Act
All IBM employees are entitled for compensation under the Employee's Compensation Act, 1923, as amended from time to 
time. The compensation under the Act will be inclusive of the coverage amount under Group term Life Insurance Plan and 
shall be paid under following circumstances:
a) in case of personal injury caused to  an employee by an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment 
resulting in total or partial disablement of the employee for a period exceeding three days. Provided that the accident is 
not directly attributable to the employee having being under the influence of drink or drugs or willfully disobedience of 
any order expressively given for the safety of employees or willfully removal or disregard of any safety guard or other 
device provided for the purpose of securing safety of employees. 
b) In case of any injury resulting in Death or permanent total disability.
c) In case of occupational disease as defined under the Act.
 
* For detailed information, please refer the Company's Intranet. Company benefits, and policies are subject to withdrawal; change from 
time to time at the sole discretion of the Company and without the need of any prior notice to the employees.
* IBM reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to amend, change, suspend, or terminate any benefit or other plan, program, practice or 
policy of IBM at any time. IBM does not have any obligation to, and nothing contained in these documents shall be construed as creating 
an express or implied obligation or promise on the part of IBM to, maintain, continue to offer, or make available such plans, programs, 
practices or policies.

Maternity Benefit:

All women IBM employees are entitled for maternity benefits in accordance with the Maternity Benefit Act, 1966 and IBM 
Maternity Leave Policy as may be amended from time to time. These benefits currently include:

1) Maternity Leave for:
a) Delivery: Women employees who have been in continuous service for at least 80 days in the 12 months prior to the 
commencement of maternity leave are entitled to up to 26 weeks of maternity leave with full pay of which not more than 8 
weeks shall precede the expected delivery date.
b) Miscarriage/Medical termination: In case of miscarriage or medical termination of pregnancy, a women employee is 
entitled to 6 weeks of leave with full pay immediately following the day of miscarriage or medical termination of 
pregnancy.
c) Tubectomy: In case of tubectomy operation, a women employee is entitled to 2 weeks of leave with full pay immediately 
following the day of her tubectomy operation.
d) Illness: Women employees suffering from illness arising out of pregnancy, delivery, premature birth of child, 
miscarriage, medical termination of pregnancy or tubectomy operation are entitled to an additional period of 4 weeks 
leave with full pay.

2) Leave for Adoption/Surrogacy: Women employees who have been in continuous service for at least 80 days in the 12 
months prior to the commencement of maternity leave are entitled to up to 12 weeks of maternity leave with full pay upon 
the adoption of a child or in case the employee has used the surrogacy arrangement.

3) Group Medical Insurance Policy covers expenses for pre and post natal consultations, prescribed medications and 
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prescribed investigations incurred up to 60 days after maternity.  The expenses covered are up to a maximum of INR 
10,000 per maternity event. This benefit is a sub limit of the maternity benefit of INR 50,000 and is reimbursed on 
production of complete and detailed bill and documents.

4) Women employees returning from Maternity can opt for work from home option if the role or function allows for remote 
working.

Kindly refer IBM Maternity leave policy and IBM Flexible work option policy in effect from time to time for more details in 
respect of the above benefits.  For additional information including in relation to child care, please get in touch with your 
Manager or Human Resources Partner.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

ANNEXURE B - NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

Agreement Regarding Confidential Information, Intellectual Property, and Other Matters

Serial # :________________   Date Of Hire :  __ __ / __ __ / __ __ __ __

In consideration of my employment or my continued employment by International Business Machines Corporation or one of its 
subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively, “IBM”), which I acknowledge is employment at will, and the payment to me of a salary or other 
compensation during my employment, I agree as follows:

1. I will not, without IBM's prior written permission, disclose to anyone outside of IBM or use in other than IBM's business, either during or 
after my employment, any confidential information or material of IBM, or any information or material received by IBM in confidence from 
third parties, such as suppliers or customers. If I leave the employ of IBM or at the request of IBM, I will return to IBM all property in my 
possession belonging to IBM or received by IBM from any third party, whether or not containing confidential information and whether 
stored on an IBM owned asset or a personally owned asset, including, but not limited to, electronic data, electronic files, diskettes and 
other storage media, drawings, notebooks, reports, and any other hard copy or electronic documents or records. No employee is 
prohibited from reporting possible violations of law or regulation to a government agency, as protected by law.

Confidential information or material of IBM is any information or material: (a) generated or collected by or utilized in the operations of 
IBM; received from any third party; obtained from an entity IBM acquired or in which IBM purchased a controlling interest (including 
information or material received by that entity from a third party); or suggested by or resulting from any task assigned to me or work 
performed by me for or on behalf of IBM; and (b) which has not been made available generally to the public, whether or not expressed in 
a document or other medium and whether or not marked "IBM Confidential" or with any similar legend of IBM or any third party. 
Confidential information or material may include, but is not limited to, information and material related to past, present and future 
development, manufacturing activities, or personnel matters; marketing and business plans; pricing information; customer lists; technical 
specifications, drawings, and designs; prototypes; computer programs; and databases.

2. (a) During my employment with IBM and for two years following the termination of my employment from IBM for any reason, I will not 
directly or indirectly within the Restricted Area solicit, or attempt to or participate or assist in any effort to solicit, any employee of IBM to 
be employed or perform services outside of IBM. For purposes of this Paragraph 2(a), “Restricted Area” shall mean any geographic area in 
the world in which I worked or for which I had job responsibilities, including supervisory responsibilities, during the last twelve (12) 
months of my employment with IBM. Also, for purposes of this Paragraph 2(a), “employee of IBM” shall mean any employee of IBM who 
worked within the Restricted Area at any time in the 12-month period immediately preceding any actual or attempted solicitation.
(b) I agree that during my employment with IBM and for one year following the termination of my employment for any reason, I will not 
directly or indirectly solicit for competitive business purposes any customer with which I was directly or indirectly involved as part of my 
job responsibilities during the twelve (12) months prior to the termination of my employment with IBM. This paragraph 2(b) does not 
apply to any IBM employee whose work location as reflected in IBM records is within the state of California.

I acknowledge that IBM would suffer irreparable harm if I fail to comply with Paragraph 2(a) or (b), and that IBM would be entitled to any 
appropriate relief, including money damages, equitable relief and attorneys’ fees.

3. I will not disclose to IBM, use in its business, or cause it to use, any information or material which is confidential to any third party 
unless authorized by IBM. In addition, I will not incorporate into any product used and/or sold by IBM, any copyrighted materials or 
patented inventions of any third party, unless authorized by IBM pursuant to Paragraph 5.

4. I will comply, and do all things necessary for IBM to comply, with (a) the laws and regulations of all governments under which IBM does 
business, (b) the provisions of contracts between any such government or its contractors and IBM that relate to intellectual property or to 
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the safeguarding of information, and (c) IBM's corporate directives, including, without limitation, policies and information technology 
security standards issued from time to time as well as the IBM Business Conduct Guidelines as amended from time to time.

5. I hereby assign to IBM my entire right, title, and interest in any idea, concept, technique, invention, design (whether the design is 
ornamental or otherwise), computer programs and related documentation, other works of authorship, mask works, and the like (all 
hereinafter called "Developments"), hereafter made, conceived, written, or otherwise created solely or jointly by me, whether or not such 
Developments are patentable, subject to copyright or trademark protection or susceptible to any other form of protection which: (a) relate 
to the actual or anticipated business or research or development of IBM or its subsidiaries or (b) are suggested by or result from any task 
assigned to me or work performed by me for or on behalf of IBM or its subsidiaries.

If, by operation of law such right, title, and interest in Developments vest in IBM upon creation, I acknowledge that such right, title, and 
interest belong to IBM. Also, I hereby assign to IBM my entire right, title and interest in any such Developments that were or are 
suggested by or a result of any task assigned to me or work performed by me for or on behalf of any entity that IBM acquired or in which 
IBM purchased a controlling interest to the extent that any such right, title and interest is not already owned by said entity.

In the case of any "other works of authorship", such assignment or ownership shall be limited to those works of authorship which meet 
both conditions (a) and (b) above.

California Notice: For Developments subject to California law, notwithstanding anything above to the contrary, I understand that this 
assignment does not apply to a Development which qualifies fully under the provisions of Section 2870 of the California Labor Code.
The above provisions concerning assignment or ownership of Developments apply to Developments created while employed by IBM in an 
executive, managerial, professional, product or technical planning, technical, research, programming, or engineering capacity (including 
development, product, manufacturing, systems, applied science, and field engineering) or otherwise.

The assignment of Developments in this Paragraph 5 shall exclude any Developments in which I have a right, title, or interest and that 
were, prior to my employment with IBM, (1) conceived and/or made solely or jointly by me; (2) written wholly or in part by me; or (3) 
expressly stated in an agreement that I executed with another party which precludes an assignment to IBM (collectively, these exceptions 
to assigned Developments hereunder shall be known as “Excluded Developments”). Further, I acknowledge that I will not use or cause to 
be used, any Excluded Developments in IBM’s business, research or development without a written or email authorization to do so from 
both my first and second line manager. For the avoidance of doubt, Excluded Developments shall not comprise any Developments that 
were or are suggested by or resulted from any task assigned to me or work performed by me for or on behalf of any entity that IBM 
acquired or in which IBM purchased a controlling interest, unless assignment of my right, title, and interest in the Development is 
governed by an agreement executed prior to my IBM employment.
I hereby identify any and all Excluded Developments which are not published in a searchable public database (e.g.  United States Patent & 
Trademark Office). In the following table I have provided a brief non-confidential description that sufficiently identifies the Excluded 
Development (e.g. title of publication), the creation date of the Excluded Development, and to the extent my rights to the Excluded 
Development are governed by an agreement, the other named party to the agreement and the date the obligation terminates. 
 
If I do not have any Excluded Developments to declare I have left the following table blank or have written “None,” “Non/Applicable,” or a 
similar designation.

Description of Excluded Development Date Created Named Party/Termination Date

Additional pages may be attached, as appropriate to identify other Excluded Developments, if any. IBM requires you to disclose Excluded 
Developments in this Paragraph 5. If you wish to interest IBM in any Excluded Development, you may contact the Intellectual Property and 
Licensing Department at Corporate Headquarters, which will provide you with instructions for submitting it to IBM.

6.   In connection with any of the Developments assigned by Paragraph 5: (a) I will promptly disclose them in writing to the IBM 
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Intellectual Property Law Department; and (b) I will, on IBM's request, promptly execute a specific assignment of title to IBM or its 
designee, and do anything else reasonably necessary to enable IBM or such designee to secure a patent, copyright or other form of 
protection therefore in the United States and in other countries. In addition, I agree to promptly notify the IBM Intellectual Property Law 
Department in writing of any patent or patent application in which I am an inventor but which is not assigned by Paragraph 5 and which 
discloses or claims any Development made, conceived, or written while I am employed by IBM.I also agree to promptly notify the IBM 
Intellectual Property Law Department if, after I leave the employ of IBM, I am contacted by anyone or any entity outside of IBM regarding 
any transaction, legal or governmental proceeding, litigation or other legal dispute concerning or relating to any of the Developments 
assigned by Paragraph 5.

7.   IBM and its licensees, successors, or assigns (direct or indirect) are not required to designate me as an author of any Development 
which is subject to Paragraph 5, when it is distributed, publicly or otherwise, or to secure my permission to change or otherwise alter its 
integrity. I hereby waive and release, to the extent permitted by law, all rights in and to such designation and any rights I may have 
concerning modifications of such Developments.

I understand that any rights, waivers, releases, and assignments herein granted and made by me are freely assignable by IBM and are for 
the benefit of IBM and its subsidiaries, licensees, successors, and assigns.

8.   I agree that IBM, its services providers and other third parties authorized by IBM will collect, use, store, make available to those who 
have a need-to-know, and otherwise process my personal information to establish, maintain and terminate my employment relationship 
with IBM and for other legitimate business purposes, anywhere in the world. Such personal information, whether provided to IBM, its 
service providers, or third parties directly by me or otherwise gathered, includes my name, photo, contact information, skills, 
compensation, performance, usage of IBM assets, background check results, bank account information, and disability or medical 
information.

I will not use for unauthorized purposes nor share with any unauthorized parties, either during or after my employment, any personal 
information about others to which I may have access during my employment at IBM.

IBM provides numerous opportunities for social computing through blogs, wikis, social networks, virtual worlds and other social media. I 
agree to comply with all IBM policies and practices regarding use of social computing tools and I understand that I am personally 
responsible for the content I post on any social computing tools (whether on IBM’s internal platforms or on third party sites) and that any 
information I post, including any of my personal information, may be made broadly available to others, potentially inside or outside IBM, 
who have access to these tools.

9.   The term “subsidiaries,” as used in this Agreement, includes any entity owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by International 
Business Machines Corporation.

10.   The term "employment at will," as used in this Agreement, means the employment at the mutual consent of both me and IBM. 
Accordingly, either IBM or I can terminate the employment relationship at will, at any time, with or without cause or advance notice. 
However, this clause does not relieve me of my responsibility to serve the notice period in accordance with my terms of employment, in 
the event of my resignation from the services of IBM.

11.   This Agreement supersedes all previous oral or written communications, representations, understandings, undertakings, or 
agreements relating to the subject matter hereof, except as expressly agreed otherwise by IBM in writing upon my hire or transfer of 
employment to IBM. Any waiver of a term in this Agreement and any amendment to this Agreement may only be made in a writing signed 
by the Senior Vice President of Human Resources for International Business Machines Corporation and myself.

12.   This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of India. If any provision of this Agreement is unenforceable at law, the remainder 
shall remain in effect. I recognize that any violation of my obligations described herein would cause IBM to suffer irreparable harm and 
can result in disciplinary action, including dismissal from IBM, and any other appropriate relief for IBM including money damages, 
equitable relief and attorneys fees.

13.   This Agreement shall constitute a part of my terms of employment with IBM, and is executed contemporaneously with my offer of 
employment/ employment contract with IBM.
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My agreement, and my acknowledgment of receipt of a copy of this Agreement, are indicated by my signature below.

Employee's Full Name Employee's Signature Employee Serial No. Date
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Fueled by Imagination. Driven by Passion.

EMPLOYMENT OFFER

Hyderabad ,
2019-12-22.

Ref. No.: JTS-OL-1920-041

To

Mr.VENKATA GOWTHAM PENTAPATI ,
D.NO.:3-12/1 
Kolimeru, 
Tuni-533401, 
EAST GODAVARI

Sub. : Employment Offer Letter

Dear Mr.VENKATA GOWTHAM,

This is further to your personal interview held at our office on 2019-12-22. We are pleased to offer you an employment in our
Organization as Engineer Trainee. Your place of employment will be at our corporate office in Hyderabad.

You will be under probation for a period of three months. Your gross salary per annum will be Rs.180000/-. In addition, you may be
eligible to get incentive based on the direct revenue generated by you to the company beyond a set limit.

Please note that this employment is being offered to you with a minimum service commitment of one year from the date of joining. You
are requested to submit your copies of Educational and Experience Certificates within one week from the date of joining at Jytra
Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. .

This employment offer is valid till 2020-05-31 and you are required to join on or before this date, the offer stands withdrawn thereafter.
You need to work for at least 8 hours per day and 45 hours per week during our regular business hours. You are entitled to get 12 personal
leaves per year which will be credited proportionately at the end of each month. Further you should be willing to work in shifts and at
customer locations as per the business requirements. 2 months notice period is required in case of service resignation after serving the
notice period.

You are expected to maintain utmost secrecy in regard to the business affairs of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. and shall keep the
information, data and passwords strictly confidential. No data, information, technical documents, drawings etc., shall be transmitted
outside the office premises in any format.

We welcome you to the family of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. , and looking forward for a long term and mutually beneficial
professional association. If you need additional information, please contact the undersigned.

For Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Murali Krishna Mutyala
CEO

Note: This is ERP generated document and doesn't require any physical signature.

Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
6-646 Sri Mutyala Sreehari Estate Rangampeta - 533291, East Godavari District Andhra Pradesh, India, 219



 

 
Offer Letter 

 
Ref: 055/HR/OL/2020                                                                                                                06-Nov-2020 
 

 
 

Dear Mr. Nemani Pavan Kalyan,  
 
Congratulations! Further to your application for employment with us, and the subsequent selection process, we are
delighted to offer you a role of GET in Band 1A . You would currently be reporting to the Manufacturing Lead -
Production at A-1 Fence. 
 
The date of your joining would be 09-Nov-2020 . Your will be posted at Sanjan. 
Your Total Gross Salary as applicable has been detailed in the Annexure to this letter. On your joining, you are
expected to enter into an agreement, which details the scope, terms and conditions of your employment, the
necessary training and the contractual obligation to be with A-1 Fence. On successful completion of the probation,
your employment with the company will stand confirmed subject to the terms and conditions as per Company
policies.  
 
Your employment will be governed by the rules, regulations and policies of the Company.  
 
The terms of this offer letter shall remain confidential and are not to be disclosed to any third party.  
 
We request you to please carry a signed copy of the offer letter as a token of your acceptance.  
 
Welcome to A-1 Fence. We wish you a long, rewarding and fulfilling career and look forward to your joining us.   
 
Yours sincerely, 
For A-1 Fence Products Company Pvt. Ltd.  
 
Authorised Signatory  
 
I have read, understood and agree to the terms and conditions as set forth in this offer letter and the annexure to
the same.   
 
 

 
 
Date:                                                                                                Location : Sanjan
 

Mr. Nemani Pavan Kalyan, 
(Candidate’s name in capital letters)                                                      (Signature of the Candidate)
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Annexure to your Offer of Employment [055/HR/OL/2020] as GET in Band 1A@  
Welcome to A-1 Fence!  
Presented here are the details that refer to our offer of employment to you in the role of GET in Band 1A. 
 
1.  Probationary Period and Confirmation as a Permanent Employee: 
You will be on probation for a minimum period of six months. If your services are not found satisfactory during
this period, the probation period may be extended further. The management can terminate the services during the
probation period or after getting confirmed by giving you 1 month notice or salary in lieu thereof.
 
2.  Leave Eligibility: 
You will be eligible for leaves as per Company policy.
 
3.  Compensation and benefits: 
Your remuneration will  be INR 300000.0000 Per Annum including Performance Linked Incentives subject to
performance against set KRAs. The detailed break-up of the salary is given in Annexure-1. Please note that
statutory deductions like Professional Tax, PF and Income Tax would be applicable (if any). The appraisal cycle of
the company is 1st April to 31st March.
 
4.  Notice Period: 
During the probation period, if your performance is found to be unsatisfactory or if it does not meet the prescribed
criteria, your training / employment can be terminated by the Company with one month notice or salary thereof.
During probation or on confirmation as a regular employee, you will be required to give one month notice or salary
thereof in case you decide to leave our services. In the event of you having any incomplete assignment, the
Company will have the discretion to relieve you only at the end of the one month notice period. Similarly, the
Company can terminate your services by giving you one month notice or salary thereof. The Company may
terminate your services immediately on disciplinary grounds.
 
5.  Transfer: 
Your services can be transferred to any of our factories/ offices situated anywhere in India or abroad. At such
time, the compensation applicable to a specific location will be payable to you.
 
6.  Background Checks: 
The Company may, at its discretion conduct background checks prior to or after your expected joining date to
validate your  identity,  the address provided by you,  your  education details  and details  of  your  prior  work
experience, if any, and to conduct any criminal checks. You expressly consent to the Company conducting such
background checks. If the Company is not satisfied, in its sole discretion, with the outcome of the background
checks, the Company reserves the right to withdraw this Offer without notice and Compensation or to take any
appropriate action against you, including, but not limited to termination of your employment. 
When a background check raises any concerns regarding any of the details furnished by you and the Company
feels  the need to  further  validate  such facts,  the  company may at  its  sole  discretion,  ask  you for  further
information, to substantiate the details that you have earlier provided to the Company, in advance of initiating
appropriate action.
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7.  Other Terms & Conditions: 
 
You agree not to undertake employment, whether full -time or part-time, as the Director / Partner / Member
/Employee of any other organization or entity engaged in any form of business activity without the consent of A-1
Fence. The consent may be given subject to any terms and conditions that the Company may think fit and may be
withdrawn at any time at the discretion of the Company.  
 
You will  maintain  during  the  period  of  your  employment  and  thereafter  complete  secrecy  with  regard  to
Company’s affairs and shall not disclose the Company trade secrets or any information regarding the Company’s
activities  to  any person or  persons.  In  this  regard,  you need to  sign a  Non-Compete Agreement  with  the
organization. 
 
Post acceptance of employment offer from your end; Company reserves the rights to withdraw the employment
offer anytime before your joining ; without any compensation payable to you. 
 
Please submit 2 passport size photographs, Passport, photo copies of PAN Card, Ration Card, Voter ID, Driving
License and your Educational as well as previous Employment Certificates along with the salary slips for last 3
months within 7 days of accepting this offer letter.  
 
In  A-1  Fence,  there  are  policies  that  are  linked  to  performance  management,  career  growth  and  annual
compensation review of an employee, these policies will be applicable to you. You will be governed by the rules,
regulations and policies of the Company as applicable to you.  
 
All the benefits are as per the Company policies, which are subject to change from time to time. This offer is also
conditional upon the execution of the “Non-Compete Agreement”.  
 
Note: The offer is subject to all clearance by third party background check.   
 
Welcome to the A-1 Fence family.
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
For A-1 Fence Products Company Pvt. Ltd.  
 
Authorised Signatory
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ANNEXURE – 1

 
Detailed Salary breakup is as below –
 

Pay Component Monthly Amount Annual Amount

Fixed

Fixed 20659 247917

Basic 9500 114000

HRA 475 5700

Food Allowance 2600 31200

Children Education Allowance 500 6000

Conveyance Allowance 2083 25000

Medical Allowance 2083 25000

News & Periodical Allowance 1000 12000

Leave Travel Allowance 950 11400

Fuel Reimbursement 1250 15000

Special Allowance 218 2617

Monthly Entitlement 1800 21600

PF Co's contribution 1800 21600

Annual Entitlements 2540 30483

Bonus 791 9496

Performance Linked Incentives 1292 15504

Gratuity 457 5483

Deductions 0 0

PF Employee Contribution 1800 21600

PT 200 2400

Net Taken 0 0

Take Home Salary 18660 223917

Total Fixed 24999 300000

Total CTC 24999 300000

* Take Home Salary : Fixed -Deductions
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* Out of INR 300000.0000 LPA CTC, INR 1292.00 /- is Performance Linked Incentives (PLI) (variable) subject to
the performance against set KRAs for previous year which will be paid at the time of Diwali along with bonus.  
 
Apart from this, you will also be covered under Group Personal Accident as well as Group Mediclaim Insurance
provided by the Company as per company policy.  
 
For A-1 Fence Products Company Pvt. Ltd.  
 
Authorised Signatory
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EFF/20-21/HRD/APO/058                                                                                                           10-Nov-2020 

 

TO      
SAI SRINIVAS SIRIMISETTI,  
S/O S.ARUN KUMAR  
D.NO:8-23/1/2 F.NO:4  
LALITA SANTOSH NILAYAM  
PRASANTHI NAGAR  

PENDURTHI(M)  
VISHAKAPATANAM(DT)  
ANDHRA PRADESH  
531173. 
 

Sub: Offer of appointment-Reg. 

 

                                                                                

Dear Mr. SAI SRINIVAS SIRIMISETTI, 

 

 
We are happy to inform you that you have successfully completed the training from                

02-Mar-2020 to 09-Nov-2020 and pleased to offer you an appointment for the position of FIRMWARE 

ENGINEER in R&D DEPARTMENT of our organization. This appointment is effective from the date 

10-Nov-2020. You will be responsible for accomplishing all the assigned tasks on time. 

Herewith, we enclose the Terms & Conditions of appointment. After reading the terms & conditions 

carefully, you are required to return the duly signed copy of the Appointment Order accepting the 

terms & conditions. 

We take pleasure in welcoming you and trust you will have many happy & mutually benefited years of 

service with Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

 

 
With regards,                                                                                                                                   

For Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR TALLURI) 

         VICE-PRESIDENT 
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Terms & Conditions:  

    
   The following are the terms and conditions of your appointment:   

1. You are required to serve the company for a minimum service period of 2.5 

CONTINUOUS WORKING YEARS  

2.    You are required to submit all your Original Academic Certificates at the date of joining, and the 

company will hold 1/3rd salary as a caution deposit on every month up to the accumulated money is 

equivalent to Six months of your starting salary. 

3.   The accumulated caution deposit will be maintained with the company as security deposit and it 

would be returned with an interest of 8% after your completion of 2.5 Years Service with 

Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

4.    You will be under probation for a period of Six Months from the joining date mentioned in this 

appointment order and the period can be extended based on your performance, however it 

depends upon discretion of management. 

5. After the period of probation, confirmation will be given to you in writing. 

6.    Your work performance would be monitored on a periodical basis and you will be responsible for 

accomplishing all the assigned tasks from time to time. 

7.  You have to undergo medical checkups periodically as per the policy of the company and keep   

yourself physically & mentally fit to perform the duties assigned to you. Efftronics Systems Pvt. 

Ltd. reserves every right to terminate your employment at any stage if you are found to be 

medically (physically/mentally) incompetent to perform the job. 

8.  Considering the company’s nature of business, you are liable to be posted / transferred to any 

department / anywhere in India. You are required to carry all such assignments given to you with 

diligence and maintain company’s image.  

9. Traveling as per the requirement of organization should be undertaken.  

10. The reimbursements for the above while traveling on official duty will be made as per the norms of 

the company for the expenses incurred by you. 
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11. Your appointment will be governed by the policies, general service rules, 

regulations, practices, processes and procedures of Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., 

applicable to you and the changes therein from time to time.  

12. You will not accept any part time employment or involve directly/ indirectly in 

any other business activity. Besides, you will not involve yourself with the 

competitors of the company for a minimum period of two years from the date of your ceasing from 

the service with the company. 

13. Whenever you are assigned with any training / up gradation programme(s) by the company, you 

are required to diligently and beneficially take part in all such programme(s) to accomplish the 

objectives. 

14. No permission will be granted for doing any educational courses before the completion of 2.5Years 

Service. After completion of 2.5Years Service with Efftronics, if you want to do so; you are required 

to intimate and take prior permission from the company. 

    

   Salary: - 

 Your Initial monthly salary would be Rs. 25,670/- 

• The company will hold 1/3rd salary every month till the caution deposit of six months 

equivalent salary is accumulated. After completion of 2.5years service caution deposit 

would be returned with an Interest of 8%. 

  You are entitled to the following salary and perks:  

 

SALARY COMPONENTS MONTHLY 

Basic Salary  15,700  

House Rent Allowance  6,280  

Conveyance Allowance  3,140  

Other Allowances  550  

GROSS SALARY  Rs.25,670/-  
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Provident Fund 
Company will contribute 12% of your basic salary towards provident fund and equal 

share of amount will be deducted from the salary as part of the employee’s 

contribution as per the present PF contribution rules.  
 

ESI 
Company will contribute 3.25% of gross salary and the amount equal to 0.75% of gross 

salary will be deducted towards your share as per the present E.S.I contribution rules. 

 

Taxes 
All the statutory requirements like Professional tax, Income tax and other provisions applicable, if any, 

will be complied as per the acts of the government. 

 

Leaves       

Causal Leave 
Subject to the nature of company’s business, casual leaves would be granted as per the General Service 

rules. 

 

Earned Leave  
Every employee is entitled to earned leave only on completion of one year of service with the company. 

The employee may be granted earned leaves as per the General Service Rules. 

Separation and Notice Period 

1. Your employment with the Company can be terminated either by the Company or by you by giving 

one-month notice during the probation period and Three months notice for confirmed employee. 

2. During the employment at any time management found the employee as a Non- performer or guilty of 

fraud, dishonest, disobedience, disorderly behavior, Disturbing team harmony (unnecessary disputes), 

Harassing colleagues, Stealing either company or colleagues belongings, Abusing colleagues on their 

racial, caste or physical basis, Cursing/ swearing colleagues, sexual harassment,  involving in any 

criminal acts, acts influenced because of alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs etc., negligence, indiscipline, 

Willful Under Performance, Mis-Use of Company provided accommodation or Staying with 

family/friends without prior permission from Management in the company provided Accommodation, 

prolonged absence from duty without permission (Abscond) or any other conduct considered by us 

which effects the company’s interests, reputation  and violation of one or more terms of this appointment 

order, your employment will be terminated at that stage itself without any notice and also because of 

above said actions if  any damage occurs to the company’s properties and any type of liability raises on 

the company, the same will be recovered from employee only.  
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3.  If the company terminates on the above stated grounds and decides to relieve you 

before serving the entire notice period, the salary till the last working day would be 

paid and the caution deposit held by the company will not be returned to you. If any 

employee is terminated with the reason of abscond, he/she shall forfeit the caution 

deposit held with the company and the remaining caution deposit amount (i.e. the 

difference amount in case of caution deposit held is less than Security Deposit), notice 

period salary and any other liability shall be paid to the company. 

4. If at your request the Company agrees to relieve you before serving the entire notice period, you are 

liable to pay the company the salary for the balance notice period. However please note that accepting 

any such early relieving request would be at the discretion of the company. 

5. Resignation before completion of Agreement Period of 2.5 continuous working years will be deemed 

to be considered as bond breakage, you have to forfeit the caution deposit held and also pay the 

difference amount in case of caution deposit held is less than Security Deposit. 

Conflicts of Interest 

1. All programme(s), designs, modules, projects, manuals, literature dealt / developed by you, while in 

service shall be deemed to be the sole property of the company. Also, the company will have the sole 

proprietary right in any new project (s), which you may develop while you are in service. 

2. Information, Technical or any other information obtained by you in any form or that will be available    

to you is of confidential nature and must not be disclosed directly or indirectly to any person/ company/ 

firm. In addition, you are not permitted to use any of the information related to work for your personal 

purpose and violating the same would lead to disciplinary action. 

3. In the event of your ceasing to be on company’s rolls, any technical, R&D, or any other information, 

which is of confidential nature that concerns to the company that has been in your knowledge during 

your association with the company should not be disclosed. If it is found that such information has been 

disclosed by you, the company has the right to initiate legal action against you. 

4. In the event of your resignation / termination from the organization, you are required to submit all the 

property drawn / developed during your service with the organization, which may be in physical/ 

financial/ intellectual forms and have to obtain “NO DUE CERTIFICATE”, failing which, the 

organization has the authority to proceed in any matter it feels fit to obtain the same. 
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You are requested to report to duties within 3 days from Date of 

Appointment failing which, it will be presumed, that you are not interested, to join 

our organization. 

 

 

 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., 

 

 

 

 
(BHAVANI SANKAR TALLURI) 

         VICE-PRESIDENT 
 

 

 

 

 
 

ACCEPTANCE FORM 

 

 

 

I, ____________________________________, hereby acknowledge that I agree to the 

above-mentioned terms and conditions. 

 

 

Date:                                   Place: 

 

Signature of candidate                                                          Signature of Parent/ Guardian   

 

 

 

 

                                            

Sirimisetti Sai Srinivas

Mangalgiri27/11/2020
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EFF/20-21/HRD/APO/059 10-Nov-2020 
 

TO 
TARUN RAM SAI DASARI, 
S/O D.VENKATESWARLU 
D.NO:23A-3-6 
GOSAMRAKSHANA STREET 

R R NAGAR 
ELURU 
WEST GODAVARI DT 
ANDHRA PRADESH 
534002. 

Sub: Offer of appointment-Reg. 

 
 

Dear Mr. TARUN RAM SAI DASARI, 

 
 

We are happy to inform you that you have successfully completed the training from 02-Mar-

2020 to 09-Nov-2020 and pleased to offer you an appointment for the position of FIRMWARE 

ENGINEER in R&D DEPARTMENT of our organization. This appointment is effective from the date 

10-Nov-2020. You will be responsible for accomplishing all the assigned tasks on time. 

Herewith, we enclose the Terms & Conditions of appointment. After reading the terms & conditions 

carefully, you are required to return the duly signed copy of the Appointment Order accepting the 

terms & conditions. 

We take pleasure in welcoming you and trust you will have many happy & mutually benefited years of 

service with Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

 

 

With regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR TALLURI) 

VICE-PRESIDENT 
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Terms & Conditions: 
 

The following are the terms and conditions of your appointment: 

1. You are required to serve the company for a minimum service period of 2.5 

CONTINUOUS WORKING YEARS 

2. You are required to submit all your Original Academic Certificates at the date of joining, and the 

company will hold 1/3rd salary as a caution deposit on every month up to the accumulated money is 

equivalent to Six months of your starting salary. 

3. The accumulated caution deposit will be maintained with the company as security deposit and it 

would be returned with an interest of 8% after your completion of 2.5 Years Service with 

Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd. 

4. You will be under probation for a period of Six Months from the joining date mentioned in this 

appointment order and the period can be extended based on your performance, however it  

depends upon discretion of management. 

5. After the period of probation, confirmation will be given to you in writing. 

 

6. Your work performance would be monitored on a periodical basis and you will be responsible for 

accomplishing all the assigned tasks from time to time. 

 

7. You have to undergo medical checkups periodically as per the policy of the company and keep 

yourself physically & mentally fit to perform the duties assigned to you. Efftronics Systems Pvt. 

Ltd. reserves every right to terminate your employment at any stage if you are found to be 

medically (physically/mentally) incompetent to perform the job. 

 

8. Considering the company’s nature of business, you are liable to be posted / transferred to any 

department / anywhere in India. You are required to carry all such assignments given to you with 

diligence and maintain company’s image. 

 

9. Traveling as per the requirement of organization should be undertaken. 

 

10. The reimbursements for the above while traveling on official duty will be made as per the norms of 

the company for the expenses incurred by you. 
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11. Your appointment will be governed by the policies, general service rules, 

regulations, practices, processes and procedures of Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., 

applicable to you and the changes therein from time to time. 

 

12. You will not accept any part time employment or involve directly/ indirectly in 

any other business activity. Besides, you will not involve yourself with the competitors of the 

company for a minimum period of two years from the date of your ceasing from the service with 

the company. 

13. Whenever you are assigned with any training / up gradation programme(s) by the company, you 

are required to diligently and beneficially take part in all such programme(s) to accomplish the 

objectives. 

14. No permission will be granted for doing any educational courses before the completion of 2.5Years 

Service. After completion of 2.5Years Service with Efftronics, if you want to do so; you are required 

to intimate and take prior permission from the company. 

 

Salary: - 

Your Initial monthly salary would be Rs. 25,670/- 

 The company will hold 1/3rd salary every month till the caution deposit of six months 

equivalent salary is accumulated. After completion of 2.5years service caution deposit 

would be returned with an Interest of 8%. 

You are entitled to the following salary and perks: 

 

SALARY COMPONENTS MONTHLY 

Basic Salary 15,700 

House Rent Allowance 6,280 

Conveyance Allowance 3,140 

Other Allowances 550 

GROSS SALARY Rs.25,670/- 
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Provident Fund 

Company will contribute 12% of your basic salary towards provident fund and equal 

share of amount will be deducted from the salary as part of the employee’s  

contribution as per the present PF contribution rules. 
 

ESI 

Company will contribute 3.25% of gross salary and the amount equal to 0.75% of gross salary will be 

deducted towards your share as per the present E.S.I contribution rules. 

 

Taxes 

All the statutory requirements like Professional tax, Income tax and other provisions applicable, if any, 

will be complied as per the acts of the government. 

 

Leaves 

Causal Leave 

Subject to the nature of company’s business, casual leaves would be granted as per the General Service 

rules. 

 

Earned Leave 

Every employee is entitled to earned leave only on completion of one year of service with the company. 

The employee may be granted earned leaves as per the General Service Rules. 
 

Separation and Notice Period 

1. Your employment with the Company can be terminated either by the Company or by you by giving 

one-month notice during the probation period and Three months notice for confirmed employee. 

 

2. During the employment at any time management found the employee as a Non- performer or guilty of 

fraud, dishonest, disobedience, disorderly behavior, Disturbing team harmony (unnecessary disputes), 

Harassing colleagues, Stealing either company or colleagues belongings, Abusing colleagues on their 

racial, caste or physical basis, Cursing/ swearing colleagues, sexual harassment, involving in any  

criminal acts, acts influenced because of alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs etc., negligence, indiscipline, 

Willful Under Performance, Mis-Use of Company provided accommodation or Staying with 

family/friends without prior permission from Management in the company provided Accommodation, 

prolonged absence from duty without permission (Abscond) or any other conduct considered by us 

which effects the company’s interests, reputation and violation of one or more terms of this appointment 

order, your employment will be terminated at that stage itself without any notice and also because of 

above said actions if any damage occurs to the company’s properties and any type of liability raises on 

the company, the same will be recovered from employee only. 
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3. If the company terminates on the above stated grounds and decides to relieve you 

before serving the entire notice period, the salary till the last working day would be 

paid and the caution deposit held by the company will not be returned to you. If any 

employee is terminated with the reason of abscond, he/she shall forfeit the caution 

deposit held with the company and the remaining caution deposit amount (i.e. the 

difference amount in case of caution deposit held is less than Security Deposit), notice 

period salary and any other liability shall be paid to the company. 

4. If at your request the Company agrees to relieve you before serving the entire notice period, you are 

liable to pay the company the salary for the balance notice period. However please note that accepting 

any such early relieving request would be at the discretion of the company. 

5. Resignation before completion of Agreement Period of 2.5 continuous working years will be deemed 

to be considered as bond breakage, you have to forfeit the caution deposit held and also pay the 

difference amount in case of caution deposit held is less than Security Deposit. 

Conflicts of Interest 

1. All programme(s), designs, modules, projects, manuals, literature dealt / developed by you, while in 

service shall be deemed to be the sole property of the company. Also, the company will have the sole 

proprietary right in any new project (s), which you may develop while you are in service. 

2. Information, Technical or any other information obtained by you in any form or that will be available 

to you is of confidential nature and must not be disclosed directly or indirectly to any person/ company/ 

firm. In addition, you are not permitted to use any of the information related to work for your personal 

purpose and violating the same would lead to disciplinary action. 

3. In the event of your ceasing to be on company’s rolls, any technical, R&D, or any other information, 

which is of confidential nature that concerns to the company that has been in your knowledge during 

your association with the company should not be disclosed. If it is found that such information has been 

disclosed by you, the company has the right to initiate legal action against you. 

4. In the event of your resignation / termination from the organization, you are required to submit all the 

property drawn / developed during your service with the organization, which may be in physical/ 

financial/ intellectual forms and have to obtain “NO DUE CERTIFICATE”, failing which, the 

organization has the authority to proceed in any matter it feels fit to obtain the same. 
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You are requested to report to duties within 3 days from Date of 

Appointment failing which, it will be presumed, that you are not interested, to join 

our organization. 

 

 

 
For Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., 

 

 
(BHAVANI SANKAR TALLURI) 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACCEPTANCE FORM 

 

 
 

I,            DASARI. TARUN RAM SAI , hereby acknowledge that I agree to the 

above-mentioned terms and conditions. 

 

 

Date: 10/11/2020 Place: Mangalagiri 

 

Signature of candidate  Signature of Parent/ Guardian 
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EFF/HRD/20-21/OFF-RD/084                                                                        03-Jan-20 

  

 To,                                                                                                                          

MR DUMPA KASIVISHWANADHAM,  

S/O DUMPA SRINIVASA RAO ,  

F NO:203, SAI GANESH RESIDENCY, 

SHIPYARD LAYOUT, 

NEAR GOWSALA,PENDURTHI, 

VISAKHAPATNAM-530047, 

ANDHRA PRADESH. 

 

Dear MR DUMPA KASIVISHWANADHAM,  

 

 

Subject: Provisional Offer Letter as Trainee Engineer in Research & Development 

 

Further to your application for employment with us, and the subsequent selection 
process, we are pleased to offer you the position of Trainee (Firmware Engineer - R&D) 
in Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd. 
 

Your Scheduled date of joining will be on First Week of June 2020(Tentatively). 
 
Herewith, we include the Terms & Conditions of your appointment. After reading the 
terms & conditions, you are required to return this Offer of Appointment duly signed by 
you and your parents.  
 

We welcome you to Efftronics family, looking forward for a long and mutually benefited 

association. 

 

With Regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd, 

 

 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR T)  

VICE-PRESIDENT 

           Madhavip
           Verified By
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The Terms and Conditions of this offer are:  

 

1.  Your Training period would be for a Maximum of Six months starting 

from the schedule date of joining, and you will be designated as 

“Trainee” till the completion of your Training period. 

2. You are required to serve the company for a period of 2.5 Years 

excluding the Training period. 

3. You are required to submit all your Original Academic Certificates on the date of 

Joining and would be held with the company till the completion of your service 

agreement.  

4. You are required to complete all the assignments given in the training period within 

the stipulated time period. In case of your inability to complete the given task; you 

will be dropped from the training. 

5. If your training period extends on administration grounds, extension of training 

depends on the discretion of management. 

 

6. You are eligible for a stipend of Rs. 6,000 per month during the training period and 

after the successful completion of Training, your CTC (Cost to Company) will be 

Rs.3.98 Lakh per annum with Gross salary 25K per month. 

 

7. After successful completion of the training period your salary may increase 

depending upon your performance. 

8. Your appointment will be governed by the policies, rules, regulations, practices, 

processes and procedures of Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., as applicable to you and the 

changes therein from time to time. 

9. As per the General Services Rules, you are entitled to one casual leave per month and 

other public holidays. 

10. You should not resign during the agreement period. 

 

 

           Verified By
           Madhavip
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Separation: 

 

11.  If the Trainee fails to prove himself/herself during the Training period, 

the company has every right to terminate him/her at that stage itself. 

12. If the Trainee wants to leave or discontinue the Training Voluntarily 

then he/she must pay Rs. 1,00,000 as the Training cost to the company. 

13. At any time during the Training, if the Trainee is found to be Willfully non- 

performer or guilty of fraud, dishonest, disobedient, disorderly behavior, negligence, 

indiscipline, prolonged absence from duty without permission or any other conduct 

considered by us which affects the company’s interest, your Training will be 

suspended at that stage itself, and the company has every right to recover the 

damages of  Rs.1,00,000/- from you for the above said act. 

14. A detailed letter of Appointment will be issued to you, after the successful completion 

of the Training. 

With Regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd, 

 

 

 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR T) 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

 

 

ACCEPTANCE FORM 

 

I have read and understood all the terms and conditions contained in this letter and 

agree to abide by the same. I am signing this letter as a token of my accepted 

employment with the company and the terms and conditions set out in this letter. 

 

Date:                                                                                                      

Place: 

Signature of Parent/ Guardian                                                             Signature of candidate 

           Madhavip
           Verified By
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EFF/HRD/20-21/OFF-RD/087                                                                        03-Jan-20 

  

 To,                                                                                                                          

MR MICHERLA PAVAN KUMAR,  

S/O  MUTYALA RAO,  

D NO: 17-104, 

GUDIVADA, PADERU, 

VISAKHAPATNAM-531024, 
ANDHRA PRADESH. 

 

 

Dear MR MICHERLA PAVAN KUMAR,  

 

 

Subject: Provisional Offer Letter as Trainee Engineer in Research & Development 

 

Further to your application for employment with us, and the subsequent selection 
process, we are pleased to offer you the position of Trainee (Firmware Engineer - R&D) 
in Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd. 
 

Your Scheduled date of joining will be on First Week of June 2020(Tentatively). 
 
Herewith, we include the Terms & Conditions of your appointment. After reading the 
terms & conditions, you are required to return this Offer of Appointment duly signed by 
you and your parents.  
 

We welcome you to Efftronics family, looking forward for a long and mutually benefited 

association. 

 

With Regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd, 

 

 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR T)  

VICE-PRESIDENT 

           Madhavip
           Verified By
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The Terms and Conditions of this offer are:  

 

1.  Your Training period would be for a Maximum of Six months starting 

from  the schedule date of joining, and you will be designated as 

“Trainee” till the completion of your Training period. 

2. You are required to serve the company for a period of 2.5 Years 

excluding the Training period. 

3. You are required to submit all your Original Academic Certificates on the date of 

Joining and would be held with the company till the completion of your service 

agreement.  

4. You are required to complete all the assignments given in the training period within 

the stipulated time period. In case of your inability to complete the given task; you 

will be dropped from the training. 

5. If your training period extends on administration grounds, extension of training 

depends on the discretion of management. 

 

6. You are eligible for a stipend of Rs. 6,000 per month during the training period and 

after the successful completion of Training, your CTC (Cost to Company) will be 

Rs.3.98 Lakh per annum with Gross salary 25K per month. 

 

7. After successful completion of the training period your salary may increase 

depending upon your performance. 

8. Your appointment will be governed by the policies, rules, regulations, practices, 

processes and procedures of Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., as applicable to you and the 

changes therein from time to time. 

9. As per the General Services Rules, you are entitled to one casual leave per month and 

other public holidays. 

10. You should not resign during the agreement period. 

 

 

           Verified By
           Madhavip
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Separation: 

 

11.  If the Trainee fails to prove himself/herself during the Training period, 

the company has every right to terminate him/her at that stage itself. 

12. If the Trainee wants to leave or discontinue the Training Voluntarily 

then he/she must pay Rs. 1,00,000 as the Training cost to the company. 

13. At any time during the Training, if the Trainee is found to be Willfully non- 

performer or guilty of fraud, dishonest, disobedient, disorderly behavior, negligence, 

indiscipline, prolonged absence from duty without permission or any other conduct 

considered by us which affects the company’s interest, your Training will be 

suspended at that stage itself, and the company has every right to recover the 

damages of  Rs.1,00,000/- from you for the above said act. 

14. A detailed letter of Appointment will be issued to you, after the successful completion 

of the Training. 

With Regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd, 

 

 

 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR T) 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

 

 

ACCEPTANCE FORM 

 

I have read and understood all the terms and conditions contained in this letter and 

agree to abide by the same. I am signing this letter as a token of my accepted 

employment with the company and the terms and conditions set out in this letter. 

 

Date:                                                                                                      

Place: 

Signature of Parent/ Guardian                                                             Signature of candidate 

           Madhavip
           Verified By
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20* Movember, 2029 

Dangeti Chandramouli
2-104, Rajaveedhi, Singarai, Vepada 
Mandal, Vizianagaram Dist. 535161 

Sub: Offer & Appointment Letter 

Dear Dangeti Chandramouli,

Congratulations! With reference to the interviews conducted by HCL TECH LTD. - 1OMC ("HCL" or "Company"), we are pieased to inform 

you that vou have been selected for employment in our organlzation as Graduate Engineer Trainee in hand E1. 

This position is a great match for your talent and skills, and that you will enjoy the professional challenges and growth 0pportunities

associated with this role. 

You are requested to join us on 25th November, 2020 at 9:00 A.M at the following address, HCL Technology limited Hub, Plot No 3A 
Sector 126, Noida 201303. UP (India). Your joining would be subject to successful completion and compliance wth the pre-joining
requirements as applicable.

We at HCL believe in our colleagues showing flexibility and willingness to be deployed and rotated across the various locations, 

geographies and subsidiaries including our Infrastructure and BPO divisions, HCL Axon etc. In line with the sarme approach, we iook 

forward to your being flexible towards your placement in HCL TECH LTD. - IOMC. Your growth in this organizatuon wili be in line with 

your capabilities. 

Your Terms and Conditions of employment are detailed in this offer and appointment letter and appended annexurels).

Your Total Compensation will be INR 2.6 Lacs per annum outlined in Annexure I. 

You will be on probation for a period of 12 months from the date of your joining. The general terms and conditions governing your 

employment are outlined in Annexure II. 

You will be required to sign a service agreement along with a surety amount of INR 1.25 Lakhs in terms of which you also bind yourseif 
to serve the company for a period of at least of 24 months from the date of Joining. The terms and conditions of such Service agreement 
shall also be deemed to form part of your contract of employment with the Company.

On the date of joining, you would be required to submit the documents listed in Annexure Il. Please note that the subrmission of alf 
listed documents is essential for the validity of your appointment in the Company. 

Annexure IV provides details on the various compensation components and selected benefits that we offer you as a part of the HCL 

family. 

You need to have cleared all the subjects & should be a pass out of 2020 batch for the current academic course and be able to produce

a provisional certificate from your college/university at the time of joining. No candidature with standing arrears will be entertained for 
joining on the stated date. 

1 

Signature of Enmployee: D dhandamoul 
HCL 
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Please note that in case you are unable to report for joining on the respective date, this offer & appointment letter extended to you by 
HCL TECH LTD. - IOMC will stand withdrawn without any liability. 

Welcome to our Organization! We look forward to a mutually fruitful association 

Yours truly, 
For HCL TECH LTD. 10MC, 

wia 

Amrita Das 
Vice President, Head-Global Rewards 

2 

Signature of Employee: D dhandxamouli 
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Annexure 

COMPENSATION PLAN 
NAME Dangeti Chandramauli

BAND E1 

DESIGNATION Graduate Englneer Tralnee 

CITY Nolda 

Monthly Components (in INR) 

Basic Salary 13,000.00 

3,809.00 House Rent Allowance 

Advance Statutory Bonus 2,126.00 

0.33 Compensatory Allowance 

TOTAL: Monthly 18,935.33 

TOTAL: Monthly Components: Annualized 2,27,224.00 

Retirals& Other Benefits (in INR) 

Provident Fund 18,720.00 

6,556.00 Medical Insurance Premium/ESIC 

7,500.00 Gratuity 

TOTAL Retirals 32,776.00 

coST TO COMPANY 2,60,000.00 

Insurance& Medical Benefits (in INR) Max Sub limits (p.a.) 
20,00,000.00Term life Insurance Cover 

Disability cover due to accident (upto) 18,00,000.00

NOTE: 
1. Flexi Basket is only applicable in E2+ employees 

2. All salary components are governed by the company policies and statutory guidelines.

3. This salary sheet is strictly confidential and must not be discussed with anyone other than your HCLT Reporting 

Manager and/or your HR Manager 

4. Any personal tax liability arising out of compensation will be borne solely by the employee. 

5. Gratuity to be payable as per act 

3 
Signature of Employee: D. Chand/amoul
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Annexure 

Welcome aboard.. 

t is often said that an organization can grow only f t empowers its employees to grow! At HCL, We consciously realze this fact and 
have developed a five-fold path for individual enlightenment that not only covers basic monctory benetns for HCLte, but aiso takes 
care of their professional growth by providing empowerment, knowledge, recognition, transformation and support 

Following are the terms and conditions that refer to our offer of employment to you for the position of Graduate Engineer Trainee 
This is to be read in conjunction with the offer & appointment letter as attached.

GENERALTERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT

This Annexure lays down the general terms and conditions of employment to HCL TECH LTD. 1OMC (herein referred as "HCL" or 
"Company") and is a legally binding document. 

1. Location: 

Your piace of work will be located at Noida. 

2. Commencement of Employment: 

Your period of continuous employment with the Company will commence from the date of your joining the Company subject to 

fulfillment of the other conditions as mentioned on this employment contract. 

3. Medical Checkup: 

Your employment is subject to you being declared medically fit by the company doctor. 

4. Probation 

a) You shall be on probation for a period of 12 months from the date of your appointment and unless notified in writing, you will be 
deemed as "confirmed" on completion of your probation period. 

b) Your case for permanent absorption in the employment of the Company shall be considered on your satisfactorily completing the 

probationary period. 
If during, or on the expiry of, the probation period (initial or extended) the Management finds your performance to be 
unsatisfactory or that you lack the aptitude for the job or that you are not suitable for the job, or the like, your probationary

employment would be liable to be terminated, at any time, and without any liability. 

C) 

5. HCL Training Program: 

Training (classroom/on the job) sessions will be conducted after your joining. The training period may be either extended or may 
be deemed completed earlier, at the discretion of the Management. 

4 
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6. Notice Period/ Separation:

Your employment with the Company can also be terminated elther by the Company or by you by giving the other party 60 doys 

advance notice. if the Company terminates the employment and decides to relileve you before the completion of the notice period, 
the Basic' component of the salary for the balance notice period would be paid to you by adjusting the amounts payable by you 
to the Company. For the avoidance of doubt, all amounts payable by you to the company wouid need to be cleared forthwith in 
the event of such termination. If at your request, the Company agrees to relieve you before serving the full notice period, you will 
be liable to pay the Company the "Basic' component of the salary for the balance notice period along with other amount payable 
by you to the company, if any. However, please note that accepting any such early rlieving request would be entirely at the 
discretion of the Company. Further, the aforesaid requirement of notice may be extended, if mutualy agreed by you and the 

Company. 

On termination of your employment for any reason, you shall comply with the Company's terminatuon procedures, sign all 
documents and return all Company property. The Company will not be bound to pay the dues, if amy, til you have completed all 

the separation procedures.

7. Increments and Promotions

Your growth in terms of role, compensation etc., in the Company will be based on your performance. Your salary will be subject 

to annual salary review. Salary adjustments effected at the salary review takes into consideration your job performance, 
movement of remuneration levels, benefits and conditions. Your anniversary performance appraisal and compensation review 
will be aligned and effected from the first day of the subsequent quarter of your anniversary, post which you will be aligned to 

July/October cycle, or any other Cycle as per discretion of the Company, depending on your current DOJ/Band/Employee Group 

8. Agreements: 

You may be required to sign necessary agreements with the Company or any other client as required and complete various 

formalities as per the agreements at the time of joining and during the tenure with the company. 

You may also be required to sign other Agreements with the Company, as the Company may decide from time to time, in order 
to secure the interests of the Company and also to ensure your performance and adherence to all terms, conditions, rules and 

regulations of the Company. 

9. Background and Reference Check: 

This offer of employment is subject to your clearing our BGV process. Asa precondition to accept this Offer Letter, you hereby 
give your express authorization to the Company (or the appointed third party) to conduct a background investigation on your 
credentials, as may be necessary and further agree that any misrepresentation in this regard or your failure to clear the BGV 
process shall give rise to the withdrawal of this offer of employment, and any employment contract which may have been 

subsequently executed shall be deemed void and ineffectual.

During the terms of employment, the Company may undertake the process of checking credentials of the Employee in terms of 
education, previous employment(s), and other information provided in the resumes/CVs as submitted by the said Employees, 
either on its own or with the help of a third party as and when required. For the avoidance of doubt, the Employee's signature in 

this Agreement constitutes the Employee's express authorization for the Company (or the appointed third party) to conduct a 
background investigation on his/her credentials, as may be necessary. Furthermore, the Employee agrees to submit himself 
/herself to random drug /medical testing at any time during the course of employment as permitted by law. 

You would be required to submit photocopies of documents detailed in Annexure ll to facilitate the joining and background 
verification process. The company may also undertake reference check through at least two professional references submitted

during the process of selection. 

Signature of Employee: D.handaou 
HCL 
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10. Working Hours: 

This division works 24x7 Shifts and you will be iequired to do so as per the need of the organization You may be retuired to work 
in shifts and/or in extended working hours, as permitted by law, if requirod as per butine ss needs the sane are subyect ta change 

from time to time. 

11. Mobility: 

The Company may require you to perform duties and undertake assignments for the Company in any part of india or abroad, 

whether at the Company's premises or that of its customers/clients. You are also liable to be transferred to any office or branch 

of the Company anywhere in India or abroad. During deputation to any customer/client's premises you shall abide by the terms 

and conditions pertaining to such premises and Country 

12. Deputation/ Transfer: 

Company may also depute you to work with any of the Group Companies or transfer your services to any Group Company. On 

such transfer of your employment, the present terms and conditions will cease and the employment will be governed by the 

terms of employment of the Company you are transferred to. You shall however be entitled to continuity of service. 

13. Retirement: 

You will retire from service on attaining superannuation at the age of 55 years. 

14. Other benefits: 

You shall be eligible for other benefits related to leaves, perquisites etc. in accordance with the prevailing terms of employment 

in the Company. Notwithstanding the above, the Company reserves the right to change the above-mentioned benefits as and 

when it deems necessary and you will be notified accordingly.

15. Transport Facility 

You shall be provided the shift cabs for pick and drop from home to office and vice versa within the limit of 20 KMs as per the 

company policy. 

16. IP, Copyright, Inventions and Patents 
All inventions, discoveries, improvements, copyrightable material, trademarks ideas and concepts and other intellectual property 

rights that you may make or conceive, either solely or jointly with others, during the period of your employment, shall be deemed 

to be sole property of the company and you hereby waive any and all right, title or interest, if any, in the same in favor of the 

company. Further, it shall be your duty to promptly reduce to writing and disclose to the Company all such inventions, discoveries, 

improvements, copyrightable material, trademarks ideas and concepts and other intellectual property rights, which you may make 

or conceive. You agree to, at all times, assist the company in every proper and possible way to patent or register the said ideas, 

concepts, inventions, discoveries, improvements, copyrightable material and/or trademarks in any and all countries and to vest 

the title thereto in the company, its successors, assigns and nominees. Your obligations under this clause shall survive expiration 

or termination of your employment with the Company. 

6 
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17. Deta Protection: 
a) The Employee consents to the holding & processing of personat data provided to the Fmpleryor for all purposes of the 

administration and management of his/her employment and/or the (ompany's busirness 
b) The Empioyee hereby agrees to his/her personal data being rollected &the same heing transferre, stored and prore1sed by the 

Company in india and any other countries where the Company, its Group Cornpany and Company Cients have ghices, in 

accordance with the applicable laws 
c) The Employee also agrees that the Company may make such data available to its advisors, other agencies, such as pension 

providers, medical, insurance providers, payroll administrators, background verifitation agencies and various reguiatory 

authorities. 
d) During employment, the employee will have the right to amend/modify/alter his/her personal enformation The emoloyer wi 

exercise all reasonable diligence for safeguarding personal information, as have been disclosed by the employee. it is ciarifed 

that the said obligation will not be applicable in case of legally compelled disclosures 

el The Employee further acknowledges and agrees that the Employer may, in the course of business, be required to disciose personai 

data relating to him/her, after the end of his/her employment to any group/statutory bodies/authorttes as requred under 

applicable law/requirements. However, any personal data, which is no longer required, wili be deleted wthost undue deiay 

18. Exclusivity of service 

You agree not to undertake employment whether full time or part time, as the Director/ Partner/merber/employee of any cther 
organization or entity engaged in any form of business activity without the consent of HCL TECH LTD. IOMC The consent may 

be given subject to any terms and conditions that the company may think fit and may be withdrawn at the discretion of the 

company. 

18. Confidentiality & Non-Disclosure: 

You acknowledge that the disclosure of any commercially sensitive information, trade secrets or other confidental information 

(which may not be readily available to competitors or to the general public) will cause significant harm to the Compary 

You agree that you shall not at any time during your employment (except in the proper performance of your duties) with the 

Company, or at any time (without limit) after the termination thereof, directly or indirectly use or exploit for your own pur poses 

or those of any other person, company, business entity or other organization whatsoever, or disclose to any person, company, 

business entity or other organization whatsoever, any trade secrets of the Company or its associated companies: any confidential 
information relating or belonging to the Company including but not limited to any such information relating to customers,
Customer lists or requirements, price lists or pricing structures, marketing and information, Intellectual Property, business pians 
or dealings, technical data, employees or officers, financial information and plans, designs, formulae, product lines or research 

activities, source codes and computer systems, software, any document marked "Confidential"; any information which you have 

been told is confidential or which you might reasonably expect the Company to regard as confidential or any information which 
has been given to the Company or any Associated Company in confidence by customers, suppliers and other persons. 

You shall not at any time during the continuance of your employment with the Company make any notes or memoranda relating 

to any matter within the scope of the Company's or any Associated Company's business, dealings or affairs otherwise than for the 
benefit of the Company or any Associated Company. 

You must not make or communicate (or cause or facilitate the making or communication of) any oral or written statement to any 

representative of the press, television, radio or other media on any matter connected with or relating to the Company or any of 
its Associated Companies, without the prior written consent of the Company. 

Signature of Employee: D. chandramouli 
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The oblig in this provision shall not apply to, any information which you are reguired to discise Ga re 

with an order of a Court of competent jurisdiction, any information or knowledge which may subreaventiy come into the pubie 
domain other than by way of unauthorized disclosure (whether by you or a third party), any act of yours in the pruper performance 

of the duties of your employment, any use or disclosure where such use or distiosure has been property authorized by the 

Company. 

Your obligations under this paragraph would continue even beyond the cessation/termination of your empicyment. by voistion 

of the above obligations/conditions shall render you liable for appropriate disciplinary action inciudirg termination your 

employment. 

19. Rules, Policies, Procedures: 

The Employee must comply at all times with the Company's rules, policies and procedures relating to ecual opporunities 
harassment, health and safety, e-mail and internet use, and all other rules, policies and procedures introduced by the Company 

from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt such rules, policies and procedures are not incorporated by reference into this 

contract and they may be changed, replaced or withdrawn at any time at the discretion of the Company. 

Further, during the period of your employment with HCL, you will be required to inter alia comply with the Company's Code of 
Business Ethics& Conduct, Anti Bribery & Anti-Corruption, Business Gift and Entertainment policy and failure to do so shall ertte 
HCL to take appropriate disciplinary action which may lead & include up to termination of your employment with HCL 

Your appointment will be governed by the policies, rules, regulations, practices, processes and procedures of HCL TECH LTD. -

OMC as applicable to you and the changes therein from time to time. 

20. Correctness of the Details Furnished: 

You have been appointed on the presumption that the particulars furnished in your application and resume are correct. in the 

event the said particulars are found to be incorrect or that you have concluded or withheld some other relevant facts, your 

appointment with the Company shall stand terminated/cancelled without any notice. 

21. Warranty and Undertaking: 

You represent and warrant that you are not subject to any agreement, arrangement, contract, understanding, court order or 
otherwise, which in any way directly or indirectly restricts or prohibits you from fully performing the duties of your employment 
or any of them, in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

You warrant and agree that you are not entering into this Agreement in reliance on any representation not expressly set out in 

this Agreement. 

Signature of Employee: . chardarout 
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22. Changes to the terms & conditions: 

The Company reserves the right to make reasonable changes to any of your terms and conditions of ernployment. if the Comgany 

changes any of the terms and conditions of your employment, it will notify you in writing of the changes taking etfect 

In case of any dispute as to the interpretation of the terms and conditions of your service, the decision of the Company sha l be finai 

and binding on you. 

For HCL TECH LTD. 1OMC, 

Amrita Das 
Vice President, Head-Global Rewards 
20th November, 2020 

I confirm receipt of and accept the above Terms& Conditions of Employment. 

9 
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Annexure 

IST OF DOCUMENTS/INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED ONLINE TO FACILuTATE PRE-EMPLOYMENT BGv (BACKGROUND 

VERIFICATION /VALIDATION) AND APPOINTMENT PROCESS IN HCL 

S.No. Particulars (To be submitted to the Recruiter/Online of the BGV link) 

Highest Qualification Degree Certificate, All Years Mark sheets Provisional Degree Certificate required for courses 

completed in the last 6 months from the current date 

Permanent/Current Address Proof Passport, Ration Card, Voter ID, Driving License,, Rental agreement or Lease 
agreement etc. 

Previous Employer- Relieving and Experience Letter, latest salary slips & offer letter with Empioyee 1D Number 
A duly filled and signed copy of the BGVoining Form) Form and LOA (letter of authorization) 

Sldentity Verification Copy of valid passport and PAN card required 
Additional documents (To be submitted on request-Only if required) 

1. Highest Qualification Admit card, colege and university official's (Registrar and Director) detail 

2. Previous Employer - Direct HR Contact, PF account details, bank statement showing salary transfer and Form 16, If 

company is active, employer's active address. 

Things to Remember 
The information provided in Resume and background verification form must be same. 

2 Information provided in background verification form must be accurate. 

Period of stay mentioned in the background verification form should be correct and in continuation (without any GAP) 

Any Gap in Employment or Education must be informed explicitly to the recruiter 

Additional document can be requested to clear background verification therefore to avoid delay it is advisable to submit these 

documents along with the mandatory documents. 

List of Documents required for joining / induction day (Hard Copies) 

S. No Document Name Number of Photocopies 

Latest Offer/Appointment Letter with Cost to Company (CTC and ALL 
1 

ANNEXURES) 
2 Extension Letter (if the Date of Joining in the offer letter is past dated) 

3 Passport-Front copy only for Name & DOB proof. 

10" Mark sheet, only if passport is not available. 

PAN CARD as lD Proof (Only if passport is not available) 

6 Passport Size Photographs (0nly with white background) 

4 

10 
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Please ensure all documents are Self-attested (Photocopies)

Piease ensure that the photocopies are clearly visible as dark and hary photot opies are not accepted 

Please avoid clicking pictures of documents and taking printouts 

.Please do not send soft copies through Emails. 

Please bring a copy of your Aadhar card on the Induction day, so that HCI onboarding tean (ari ensure the right information 

is passed on for EPF (Employee Provident Fund)/EPs (Employee Pension Scheme) / UAN (Universal Arcournt Number) 

account creation/porting etc. 

HCL will only validate the accuracy of the Aadhar Card details for tPF/EPS/UAN and shali not store or use Aadhar card 

information for any other purposes 

Please keep your PF account number (immediate previous employment), UAN information handy as these details are 

required on the induction day. 

Induction Timings are 900 to 1830 IST. 

Please ensure your BGV Status is Green, before the Date of Joining, check with your Recruiter on the progress/Status 

All storage Media Devices e.g. laptop, Pen Drives etc. are not allowed inside the campus 

11 
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You are required to report to HCL Onboarding Team for completing joining for malities on the day of joining by 900 a m at your 

respective location of joining as following: 

Location of HCL Onboarding Team for joining formalities: 

S. No Location Address 
NOIDA Mondays and Thursdays: Triveni Induction Room, First loor, KNMA Tower, Gate number 1, HCL Technology 

Hub, Plot No 3A, Sector 126, Noida 201313. UP (India) 
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Akashi Induction Room, Ground Floor, Tower - 1, Gate nurnber 1, HC 

Technology Hub, Plot No 3A, Sector 126, Noida 201313 UP (India) 
HCL Technologies Ltd,Sez Unit:-2 (Sdb2 Buid), Eclot: Special Economic Zone, 602/3, Sholinganallur vilage CHENNAI 

Shollinganalur-Medavakkm High Road, Chennai-600119 
BANGLORE HCL Technologies Ltd, SAL (602), 6th Floor, Tower 4, Special Economic Zone (SEZ), 129, ligani industria 

Area, Bommasandra-igani Link Road, Bangalore 562 106 
HCL Technologies Ltd, Level-4, Building-A3 Unitech Infospace, Dh Street, Rajarhat, Kolkata-700091 

HCL Technologies Ltd, Special Economic Zone, Phoenix lnfocity Pvt Ltd, H-01, Level -2, Hitec City 2-Survey

No. 30,34,35 & 38, Madhapur, Hyderabad-500081
HCL Technologies Ltd,Blue Bell, Tower-7, Level- Upper Ground Floor, Wing (A&B), Magarpatta, Sez, Pune- 

411013 
HCL Comnet Ltd,Arena Tower, Ground Floor, Road No 12, Midc, Andheri East, Opp Goldfinch Hotel, 

Mumbai-400093 
HCL Technologies Ltd, HCL IT City, SDC-01, 2nd Floor - Induction Room, Chack Gajaria Farms, Sultanpur

Road, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh-226002
HCL Technologies Ltd, Sez Unit-1, Tower-1, Elcot, Special Economic Zone, Survey No. 1/2, 1/3,1/19,1/20, 

4/1,2/1, 2/2, 4/2, &5, Plot No. 5&7.llandhakulam Village-Madurai-Tamil Nadu-625020 
HCL Technologies Ltd, Plot No.5, Sector 12, Mihan SEZ, Nagpur 

State Street Hcl Services | Human Resources | Module - 201, 202, 203, 204 And 206-2Nd Floor, Tidelpark 

Coimbatore Limited, Coimbatore 641014,Extn: 04226657526 
State Street HCL Services Private LimitediMedha IT Towers, Third Floor,Kesarapalli, Gannavaram,Krishna 

District 521102 

KOLKATA 

HYDERABAD 

PUNE 

MUMBAI 

LUCKNOWN 

MADURAI 

Nagpur 
11 Coimbatore 

Vijayawada 
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ANNEXURE IV 

EXPLANATION OF COMPENSATION STRUCTURE AND SOME BENEFIT 

To facittate an easy understanding of your compensation structure (Cost to Company, CTC), the vatious compornents have been 

categorized under the following broad heads 

8asic Salary 
Monthly Allowances 
Retirals& Insurances Benefit 

The details for each component falling under these heads are explained as following: 

BASIC SALARY 

The Basic Salary is standard across organization and brought to a certain value of the CTC. Basic salary has an impact on various other 

components such as the PF contribution, medical insurance cover, Gratuity, HRA etc. and hence has to be balanced 0 as rot to 

substantialy reduce the employee's take home salary. 

MONTHLY ALLOWANCES 

House Rent Allowance (HRA): The HRA is payable maximum Up to 100% of the Basic Salary and paid monthly. This includes 
the Company Leased Accommodation value. For those who are not staying in a rented accommodation, can declare the same 

in the system post joining and this amount would be paid as taxable component. 

Food Wallet: Food Wallet is a voluntary benefit and is applicable for payments related to food and non- aicohoic beverages 

only. Once enrolled, the benefit should be availed within HCL Cafeterias or food joints outside HCL campus which serves onty 
food and non-alcoholic beverages. This Food Wallet cannot be used in any other outlet other than designated food outlet. 

Holiday Allowance: Holiday Allowance is payable maximum up to INR. 50,000/- spread over 12 months. 

Bright Hour Allowance (BHA): BHA is a non-recoverable monthly earning opportunity payable against a declaration by the 
employee for his/her availability in the Bright Hours and consent to move to any other OMC at any given time working during 
Bright Hours. 

Advance Statutory Bonus: Applicable where monthly gross does not exceed INR. 21,000/- (excluding variable component) as 
per the Payment of Bonus Act. 

Compensatory Allowance: Compensatory Allowance is a buffer component that adjusts the amount of CTC against all other 
fixed components. 

RETIRALS & INSURANCES BENEFIT 

You and your dependants will be covered under Social Security as per the law and Insurance Benefits policy offered by the company 
The amount mentioned under "Insurance and Medical Benefits' in your compensation structure is applicable towards various 
insurances (Medical Insurance, Term Life Insurance, Personal Accident Insurance) 

13 
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Medical Insurance: Some of the salient features of the Group Health Medical Insurance policy are as follows 

The policy covers Hospitalization expenses and Maternity expenses. 

By default, the employees (who are not covered under the ESI Act, 1948] wll be nandatarily covered under the benefit 
The benefit wl also be available to cover Spouse, dependent children, dependent parets/in laws, dependent brothers 
who are unemployed but below the age of 25 and sisters (unmarried & unemployed), additionally, by declar1ng them 

as dependants and on confirming that they are NOT covered under any other employer sponsored medical scheme 
(eg.. Central Government Health Scheme) and that they are wholly or substantially dependent on you for their medical 
needs 

The premium payable depends on the dependants declared 
The hospitalization coverage limit will be same as defined in compensation structure. 

Company reserves the right to amend the benefit plan and shall keep all employees informed/updated 
You may refer 'Medical Insurance policy' for further details. 

Coverage under ESI: The employee will be covered under Employee State insurance Scheme in accordance with the applicable 
norms and amendments made during time to time or any further amend ment which may come into force during the employment 
tenure under Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948. 

Employees covered under ESI would not be covered by default under HCL's medical insurance benefit. Option to enroll under 
medical insurance is available as well; however, in such a case, the additional cost of annual medical premium has to be borne by 

the employee as per terms and conditions elucidated under Medical Insurance policy. 

The employee & employer contribution will be payable as per current prescribed rates under ESI Rules. 

Employer's contribution to Provident Fund: As per statutory requirements, an employee has to contribute 12% of the basic salary 
towards Provident Fund (PF). HCL contributes matching amount to PF. Out of employer's contribution, 8.33% of monthly basic or 
INR. 1,250/- whichever is lower is remitted to PF authorities towards Employees' Pension Scheme (EPS). All employees are thereby 
eligible to draw pension after superannuation, except those who had opted out of EPS as per Form-11 declaration. 

The percentage and amount is in compliance with the current PF Act. 

Gratuity: As per statutory requirements, it is employer's statutory liability to pay 15 days' Basic salary (15/26 of a monthly Basic) 
for every completed year of service to each of his employees on their exit, for any reason after five years of continuous service, 

subject to maximum limit of INR 20.00 lakhs. 

Term Life Insurance (including EDLI): At HCL, you will be covered under the Term-life Insurance which provides safety net to family 
in case of death of the employee due to any reasons. The applicable amount is mentioned in your offer letter 

14 

Signature of Employee: D. haundvCumouli
HCL 
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Disability Insurance: You are also covered against any permanent or partial disability that may arise due to an accident. The amount payable by Insurer for a disability shall depend on nature of the disability. The amount mentioned in your offer letter is the 
maximum amount paid by Insurer as per the nature of a disability. You may refer "Personal Accident Insurance' policy for furt her 
details. 

We look forward for you being an integral part of this arduous yet fulfiling journey towards excellence and growth and hope our 
relationship will go a long way! 

HCL TECH LTD. - 1OMC will correspond with you on the address & contact details mentioned below : 

Permanent Address: 2-104, Rajaveedhi, Singarai, Vepada Mandal, Vizianagaram Dist. 535161 
Email ID: dangetichandra.2016.ece@anits.edu.in 

Telephone Number: 8328227583 

15 
Signature of Employee: . Chandamou 

HCL 
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Fueled by Imagination. Driven by Passion.

EMPLOYMENT OFFER

Hyderabad ,
2019-12-22.

Ref. No.: JTS-OL-1920-040

To

Ms.Sujini Lavanya Reddi ,
D.No.:2-91, 
Peddarambhadrapuram, 
Payakaraopet, 
Vishakhaptanam

Sub. : Employment Offer Letter

Dear Ms.Sujini Lavanya,

This is further to your personal interview held at our office on 2019-12-22. We are pleased to offer you an employment in our
Organization as Engineer Trainee. Your place of employment will be at our corporate office in Hyderabad.

You will be under probation for a period of three months. Your gross salary per annum will be Rs.180000/-. In addition, you may be
eligible to get incentive based on the direct revenue generated by you to the company beyond a set limit.

Please note that this employment is being offered to you with a minimum service commitment of one year from the date of joining. You
are requested to submit your copies of Educational and Experience Certificates within one week from the date of joining at Jytra
Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. .

This employment offer is valid till 2020-05-31 and you are required to join on or before this date, the offer stands withdrawn thereafter.
You need to work for at least 8 hours per day and 45 hours per week during our regular business hours. You are entitled to get 12 personal
leaves per year which will be credited proportionately at the end of each month. Further you should be willing to work in shifts and at
customer locations as per the business requirements. 2 months notice period is required in case of service resignation after serving the
notice period.

You are expected to maintain utmost secrecy in regard to the business affairs of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. and shall keep the
information, data and passwords strictly confidential. No data, information, technical documents, drawings etc., shall be transmitted
outside the office premises in any format.

We welcome you to the family of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. , and looking forward for a long term and mutually beneficial
professional association. If you need additional information, please contact the undersigned.

For Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Murali Krishna Mutyala
CEO

Note: This is ERP generated document and doesn't require any physical signature.

Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
6-646 Sri Mutyala Sreehari Estate Rangampeta - 533291, East Godavari District Andhra Pradesh, India, 258
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Reddi Prasadu <rprasad.it@anits.edu.in>

Fwd: FACE Pre-Joining Internship | Are you ready? 
1 message

A P S V R Subrahmanyam <apsvrsubrahmanyam.me@anits.edu.in> Wed, Feb 24, 2021 at 11:11 AM
To: Reddi Prasadu <rprasad.it@anits.edu.in>

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: pavan kumar <kpavankumar182@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Feb 23, 2021, 15:06 
Subject: Fwd: FACE Pre-Joining Internship | Are you ready? 
To: <apsvrsubrahmanyam.me@anits.edu.in> 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Vijay Anand P S <vijay@focusacademy.in> 
Date: Fri, 20 Dec, 2019, 6:36 pm 
Subject: FACE Pre-Joining Internship | Are you ready? 
To:  

Hi there!

Congratulations on securing a position with us as an Associate Trainer!! We are excited about the energy and potential
that you bring to our company.

While we prepare and release your offer letters, we wanted to quickly check whether you are able to join us for the final
semester internship with us starting 8 Jan 2020. 

Pre-Joining Internship - What would this entail?
- You will work with us as an intern for 3 months from Jan to April 2020
(You can avail leaves to attend to exams and project presentations)
- You will get a jump-start in your role by adding topics to your training portfolio  
(This will help you expedite your probation, when you re-join as an employee after course completion)
- You will get paid an internship stipend
- You will experience the real world

Are you ready? If you are, then please fill out the form at the link below:
https://tinyurl.com/rna5cy8

Pls fill out the form before Sunday EOD (22 Dec 2019), to help us streamline your on-boarding process. 

This internship would ideally apply to candidates who are free to do an internship in their 8th semester of study. 
If you have academic commitments during your 8th semester, you need not fill out this form. 

If you have any queries, please reach out to Ms. Angeline Margaret (HR Team) via email at      angeline.margaret@
focusacademy.in

We look forward to your arrival at our company and are confident that you will play a key role in our company's growth
and expansion.

Cheers,
Vijay.
--
Vijay Anand P S 
Vice President - Human Resources
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12, Lakshmi Nagar, Thottipalayam Pirivu, Avinashi Rd, Coimbatore - 641014, India. Email: vijay@focusacademy.in | Web: www.focusacademy.in  

The information contained in this email and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to copyright or other intellectual
property protection. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorized to use or disclose this information, and we request you
to notify us by reply mail at email@focusacademy.in or telephone and delete the original message from your mail system. 
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Visakhapatnam : 26-42-2, Chaitanya Nagar, Old Gajuwaka, Vizag, Andhra Pradesh, 530026 
Hyderabad : Oval Building, Plot No 18, Ilabs,  Hyderabad Technology park, Inorbit Mall Road, Telangana 500 081 

 

 
Highly Confidential 
Ref: PINOFL/2020-11 
 
September 4, 2020 
 
Samyuktha Palikala, 
Dondaparthi, 
Akkayyapalem, 
 Visakhapatnam 
 
 
     

Dear Samyuktha, 
 
We are pleased to offer you the position of Intern Software Engineer in our Information Technology 
Services team with Pinion Infotech Services Private Limited. You will be allocated to a suitable role once 
you complete the orientation. The terms and conditions of the offer are as mentioned below. 
 

1. Your initial place of posting will be in Pinion located at 26-42-2, Chaitanya Nagar, Old Gajuwaka, 

Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh – 530026. However, your services are transferable, and you may 

be transferred/deputed to any operating office or location of the Company or any Group 

company which may come into existence in future, in India or abroad. 

2. You are expected to join as early as possible as and not later than 14th September 2020 after 

which the offer shall automatically stand withdrawn, unless extended in writing by the 

Company and, in such cases, no claim of any nature, financial or otherwise shall be 

entertained by the Company. 

3. You will be on Internship program period until your highest degree of qualification certificate 

is submitted and will be subjected to Internship allowances only during this period without 

any compensation and benefits. Your Internship period will also be accounted in your 

experience from the date of joining.  You will be allocated to Junior Software engineer role 

once after submitting your original highest degree certificates. The package in Annexure-1 will 

be in effect from the next month of submission of the original certificate of highest degree. 

4. You will be on probation for a period of six months form date of joining. Based on the periodic 

performance assessments, you will be deemed to be confirmed in the services of the 

Company, unless otherwise informed in writing by the Company. At any time during your 

probationary period, the Company may terminate your service by giving 30 days’ written 

notice. 

5. The letter of intent is conditional and subject to satisfactory reference & background checks 

including verification of your application materials, education and employment history.  

6. Your appointment is contingent upon your ability to work for the Company without any 

direct/indirect restrictions (i.e. you do not have any non-compete obligations or other 

restrictive clauses with any previous employer or their clients). 

7. Please submit a self-attested copy of the following documents on the day of joining, failing 

which the offer stands canceled. 

a. Documentary evidence of the date of birth 
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Visakhapatnam : 26-42-2, Chaitanya Nagar, Old Gajuwaka, Vizag, Andhra Pradesh, 530026 
Hyderabad : Oval Building, Plot No 18, Ilabs,  Hyderabad Technology park, Inorbit Mall Road, Telangana 500 081 

 

b. All Educational/Professional Qualifications CCSC, HSC, Degree/Diploma including 

mark sheets (both sides) 

c. Copy of your PAN card, driving license, Voter Identification Card 

d. Copy of your current and past passports you held (copy all pages including blank 

pages) 

e. 4 passport size professional looking color photographs  

f. Supporting Documents relevant to name changes, if applicable 

8. The Compensation and Benefits Program applicable to you is enclosed for your reference in 

Annexure1. 

9. This is not a regular offer of appointment but a letter of intent. The letter of employment will 

be issued at the time of joining. 

10. We reiterate that the compensation is a confidential matter between you and the Company 

and we reaffirm that the Company shall view any breach of confidentiality with the utmost 

seriousness. 

11. You are required to sign an agreement to serve the company for 3 years duration. If the 

agreement is breached, you are liable for the penalties defined and agreed.  

Please return the duplicate copy of this letter duly signed indicating acceptance of terms and 
conditions of employment. Please note that this offer letter shall automatically stand withdrawn 
in case (i) we do not receive the acknowledgement and acceptance within ten days from the issue 
of this letter and (ii) we do not receive a confirmation of acceptance every 30 days until your start 
date (if your start date is past 30 days from the issuance of this letter). 
 
We once again would like to thank you for your interest in seeking a career with Pinion and wish 
you a successful career with Pinion Infotech Services Private Limited. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
For Pinion Infotech Services Private Limited 

 

 
____________________________________ 
Obulapathi Madatanapalli 
Manager, On behalf of Human Resources 

 
ACCEPTANCE and ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  
I have read, understood and hereby accept the above terms and conditions  
 

 

_____________________________________ (Signature) 
 

_____________________________________ (Name) 
 

_____________________________________ (Date)
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Annexure 1: Compensation and Benefits 
 

Name 
Samyuktha Palikala, 
 

Designation Junior Software Engineer 

Work Location Visakhapatnam 

 

Internship Allowance  6000 INR per month 

 

Particulars Amount Per Annum ( INR ) Amount Per Month ( INR ) 

Basic 66,000 5,500 

HRA 26,400 2,200 

Conveyance 19,200 1,600 

Medical Reimbursement 15,000 1,250 

Special Allowance 17,400 1,450 

ANNUAL GROSS COMPENSATION 1,44,000 12,000 

Medical Insurance (Immediate Family)1 6,000  

Performance Pay2 30,000  

Employee PF Contribution 7,920  

Employer PF Contribution 7,920  

TOTAL COST TO COMPANY 1,95,840  

 

1 Medical Insurance - Pinion Group Medical claim Insurance Policy will give a coverage of 2 Lakhs for your family which includes Spouse and 2 

children. 

2 Performance Pay - The Company operates a variable performance pay, the entitlement to which is linked to achievement of both individual and 

Company’s performance targets. Entitlement and the amount payable under the plan shall be governed by the Company’s performance incentive 

plan which is liable to change from time to time at the sole discretion of the Company.  Payouts under the variable performance incentive plan are 

not guaranteed. 

3. PF will be started after confirmation from probation after 6 months. 
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12, Lakshmi Nagar, Thottipalayam Pirivu, Avinashi Road, Coimbatore – 641014 | www.focusacademy.in | 422 4506070 

 

January 25, 2020 

 
 
Chevati Suvarna Raju 

kranthisuvarna55@gmail.com  

 

Dear Suvarna Raju, 

 

Further to our interactions with you, we are pleased to offer you the position of Associate - Training with the 

Technology Practice at Focus 4-D Career Education Pvt. Ltd (referred to as FACE – Focus Academy for Career 

Enhancement). 

 

Your supervisory arrangements will be communicated upon joining. During the course of your employment with us, 

you may be transferred to any of the company’s locations based on organizational needs. In addition to the duties 

that were outlined during your interviews, you shall perform such other duties as are customarily associated with 

such a position and as the authorized representatives of the management may from time to time require. You shall 

devote your full business efforts and time to FACE and agree to perform your duties faithfully and to the best of your 

ability.  

 

The period from your joining date to your course completion will be treated as an Internship. During this period you will be 

paid a stipend of Rs.10000/- out of which Rs.8000/- will be fixed and Rs.2000/- will be performance based pay. 

Your performance during this internship period will be considered in deciding the confirmation of employment, post 

successful completion of your course. 

 

Upon confirmation of employment, you will be inducted as an Associate - Training with an Annual CTC of 

Rs.288000/-. The break-up of the same is provided in Annexure I. In addition, all expenses incurred for official 

purposes such as business travel will be reimbursed as per company policy. 

 

Your appointment will include a commitment of service for a period of 2 years starting from the date of confirmation 

of employment. This letter is a communication of an employment offer and is not a letter of appointment. I hope 

that you will accept this offer by signing this letter in the space below (in all pages) and returning it to me as soon as 

possible, but no later than 3 days from the date of offer. 

 

We look forward to your arrival at our company and are confident that you will play a key role in our company's 

expansion. 
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Annexure I: Compensation Structure 

Name Chevati Suvarna Raju Position & Department Associate - Training 

# Components of Total Fixed Pay Per Annum (in INR) 

1 Basic Pay 96000 

2 House Rent Allowance 38400 

3 Medical Allowance 15000 

4 Conveyance Allowance 19200 

5 Special Allowance  49800 

6 Provident Fund (Employer Contribution) 21600 

 Total Fixed Pay per annum 240000 

 Annual Performance Linked Pay (Maximum) 48000 

 
Total Cost to Company 288000 

 

Notes: *Associates will be covered under the company group insurance policies for Life Cover (Rs.10,00,000). The 
premium for the same will be borne by the company. 

*If the employee opts out of the Provident Fund facility, the Contribution to the same shall be appropriately adjusted 
into the Special Allowance and paid out. 
 
Thank you  
Yours sincerely 
For Focus 4 – D Career Education Pvt Ltd 

 
Vijay Anand P S 

Vice President – Human Resources 
 

 

ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER 

I hereby confirm that I accept the above offer with all its terms and conditions of employment. 

 

 

 

 

Name & Signature of the candidate with date of acceptance 
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EFF/HRD/20-21/OFF-RD/080                                                                             03-Jan-20 

 

To,                                                                                                                          

MS KUNDRAPU BHARATHI,  

D/O K YERUKUNAIDU,                        

D NO:1-33,  

PANDIVANIPALEM, VADACHEEPURUPALLI, 

CHEEPURUPALLI(WEST), 

VISAKHAPATAM-531020, 

ANDRA PRADESH. 

 

 

Dear MS KUNDRAPU BHARATHI,  

 

Subject: Provisional Offer Letter as Trainee Engineer in Research & Development 

 

Further to your application for employment with us, and the subsequent selection 
process, we are pleased to offer you the position of Trainee (Software Engineer - R&D) in 
Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd. 
 

Your Scheduled date of joining will be on First Week of June 2020(Tentatively). 
 
Herewith, we include the Terms & Conditions of your appointment. After reading the 
terms & conditions, you are required to return this Offer of Appointment duly signed by 
you and your parents.  
 

We welcome you to Efftronics family, looking forward for a long and mutually benefited 

association. 

 

With Regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd, 

 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR T)  

VICE-PRESIDENT 

           Madhavip
           Verified By
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The Terms and Conditions of this offer are:  

 

1. Your Training period would be for a Maximum of Six months starting 

from   the schedule date of joining, and you will be designated as 

“Trainee” till the completion of your Training period. 

2. You are required to serve the company for a period of 2.5 Years 

excluding the Training period. 

3. You are required to submit all your Original Academic Certificates on the date of 

Joining and would be held with the company till the completion of your service 

agreement.  

4. You are required to complete all the assignments given in the training period within 

the stipulated time period. In case of your inability to complete the given task; you 

will be dropped from the training. 

5. If your training period extends on administration grounds, extension of training 

depends on the discretion of management. 

 

6. You are eligible for a stipend of Rs. 6,000 per month during the training period and 

after the successful completion of Training, your CTC (Cost to Company) will be 

Rs.3.98 Lakh per annum with Gross salary 25K per month. 

 

7. After successful completion of the training period your salary may increase 

depending upon your performance. 

8. Your appointment will be governed by the policies, rules, regulations, practices, 

processes and procedures of Efftronics Systems Pvt. Ltd., as applicable to you and the 

changes therein from time to time. 

9. As per the General Services Rules, you are entitled to one casual leave per month and 

other public holidays. 

10. You should not resign during the agreement period. 

 

           Verified By
           Madhavip
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Separation: 

 

11.  If the Trainee fails to prove himself/herself during the Training 

period, the company has every right to terminate him/her at that 

stage itself. 

12. If the Trainee wants to leave or discontinue the Training Voluntarily 

then he/she must pay Rs. 1,00,000 as the Training cost to the company. 

13. At any time during the Training, if the Trainee is found to be Willfully non- 

performer or guilty of fraud, dishonest, disobedient, disorderly behavior, negligence, 

indiscipline, prolonged absence from duty without permission or any other conduct 

considered by us which affects the company’s interest, your Training will be 

suspended at that stage itself, and the company has every right to recover the 

damages of  Rs.1,00,000/- from you for the above said act. 

14. A detailed letter of Appointment will be issued to you, after the successful completion 

of the Training. 

With Regards, 

For Efftronics Systems Pvt Ltd, 

 

 

 

(BHAVANI SANKAR T) 

VICE-PRESIDENT 

 

 

ACCEPTANCE FORM 

I have read and understood all the terms and conditions contained in this letter and 

agree to abide by the same. I am signing this letter as a token of my accepted 

employment with the company and the terms and conditions set out in this letter. 

 

Date:                                                                                                      

Place: 

Signature of Parent/ Guardian                                                             Signature of candidate 

           Madhavip
           Verified By
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Shiva Naresh M <shivanaresh.che@anits.edu.in>

Fwd: Email Offer from Dr. Reddy's Laboratories 
1 message

Kaniganti China Malakondaiah <kaniganti.che@anits.edu.in> Thu, Feb 25, 2021 at 2:20 PM
To: Shiva Naresh M <shivanaresh.che@anits.edu.in>

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Gutteswara Rao <gutteswararao123@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Feb 8, 2021 at 11:17 AM 
Subject: Fwd: Email Offer from Dr. Reddy's Laboratories 
To: <kaniganti.che@anits.edu.in> 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Sakshi Bhayana <sakshibhayana@drreddys.com> 
Date: Fri, Feb 5, 2021, 12:34 
Subject: Email Offer from Dr. Reddy's Laboratories 
To: gutteswararao123@gmail.com <gutteswararao123@gmail.com> 
Cc: Venkata Usha Kiran Garkula <venkataushakirang@drreddys.com>, Sagar Rajagopal <sagar.rajagopal@taggd.in>, Siddharth
Dwivedi <siddharthdwivedi@drreddys.com> 

Dear Gu�eswararao,
 
Congratulations !
 
Based on our interaction with you, We are pleased to offer you a posi�on of Technical Trainee 
 
In terms of fixed Total Cost to Company (TCC) we are offering you Rs. 3.50 Lakhs P.A.(Three Lakh Fifty Thousand only).
The details of your compensation break-up is provided below.
You will also be entitled to additional benefits as are generally extended to the employees of Dr. Reddy's at your work level.
 
Name             : P Gutteswararao    
Role Band     : TT  
    

Fixed TCC            3,50,000   

    

SALARY COMPONENTS Monthly Yearly Remarks

Basic                    15,000          1,80,000  

House Rent Allowance                      6,000              72,000 40 % of Basic

Education Allowance                         200                2,400 Fixed

Minimum Guaranteed Bonus                      3,308              39,700  

Statutory Monthly Interim Bonus                         700                8,400  

Leave Travel Allowance                      1,458              17,500 5% of Fixed TCC

Sub Total                    26,667          3,20,000  

Provident Fund                      1,800              21,600 12 % of Basic

Bonus / Exgratia                         700                8,400 Fixed Annual Component

Total Fixed  3,50,000  

 

Additional benefits:

Gratuity 722 8658 4.81% of Basic

GTLI  210 Company Contribution; not included in TCC

GPA  130 Company Contribution; not included in TCC
Mediclaim  10,000 Company Contribution; not included in TCC
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Sub Total  18,998  

Total Compensation (including benefits) 3,68,998  

 
 
As part of the joining formalities, you will be required to undergo a pre- employment medical checkup as per the
prescribed tests. This offer for employment is subject to you being medically declared fit as per the tests prescribed by
us. You are requested to go to any of the attached SRL diagnostic centers and carry a copy of the Pre-employment
medical form, along with a passport sized photograph and photo identification proof(PAN card / Driving License /
Passport).
 
On your date of joining, please ensure to carry the documents mentioned below - both originals & photocopies. Original
documents are mandatorily needed at the time of joining and will be returned immediately upon verification. 
(a)        Date of Birth certificate 
(b)        Educational Qualifications (Provisional or final certificates of all qualifications obtained from SSC to date) 
(c)        Salary particulars of previous employment (if applicable), and, 
(d)        Relieving Letter / Experience Letter from all your previous employers (including the organization you're joining us from). 
(e)        PF, EPF and SA account numbers along with Company code number if you are a member. 
(f)         Form 16 (Income Tax Act) or provisional certificate in lieu of the same from the previous employer (if applicable). 
(g)        4 passport size photographs of yourself at the time of joining. 
(h)        Medical reports and fitness certificate (if tests not undertaken at SRL) 
(i)         PAN card copy (mandatory)
 
The location of employment would be at :-
 
Dr.Reddy's Laboratories Ltd.
CTO SEZ,
Devunipalavalasa (village), Ranasthalam Mandal,
Srikakulam District  532409.
Telephone - 08942 - 288114 / 200149
HR Contact - Mr.Gangadhar/ Viswanadh

 
 
 

Disclaimer 

This message may contains legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or employee or
agent responsible for delivery of this message to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution or copying of this e-mail message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately
notify the sender and delete this e-mail message from your computer. 
WARNING: Computer viruses can be transmitted via email. The recipient should check this email and any attachments for the
presence of viruses. The company accepts no liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.  

--  
Regards
Dr. Kaniganti China Malakondaiah 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Anil Neerukonda Institute of Technology & Sciences (ANITS) 
Sangivalasa - 531162  

5 attachments

Physical Medical Examination Format.pdf 
55K

Pre-employment Job Application Medical Declaration.pdf 
429K

Pre-employment Medical Examination letter01.pdf 
358K

Relocation - Level 0.pdf 
138K
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SRL & Apollo Test Centers.pdf 
259K
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October 19, 2020

IBM India Private Limited
Manyata Embassy Business Park,
G2 Block, Nagwara Outer Ring Road, 
Bangalore - 560045, India. 
Tel : 91-80-49139999 
http://www-07.ibm.com/in/careers/

Dear Malyadha Ratnam Bora

The world is at a major turning point; technology is enabling entirely new forms of business  operations, 
business models, industries and outcomes. We have exponentially more power to reach the full potential of 
our life's work than any humans before us. This is IBM’s vision for the future.

We invite you to join us as a Technical Support Associate, in band 3  to do your best work ever. You will be 
working alongside passionate IBMers, business & technology experts, who are constantly building their 
knowledge and expertise to find the best solutions to help our clients achieve their goals and create new 
possibilities.

At IBM you will experience an inclusive and collaborative culture where you can offer ideas and solutions, no 
matter your experience or area of expertise - you have an audience that listens from Day 1. You will have 
access to world-class learning opportunities to help you create the career you’ve always imagined. Join us and 
you’ll be proud to call yourself an IBMer.

Your letter of employment is attached, for your review and acceptance. Please do not hesitate to reach out to 
us in case of queries or concerns. We look forward to hearing from you soon and welcome you to be a part of 
our team.
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October 19, 2020

IBM India Private Limited
Manyata Embassy Business Park,
G2 Block, Nagwara Outer Ring Road, 
Bangalore - 560045, India. 
Tel : 91-80-49139999 
http://www-07.ibm.com/in/careers/

Dear Malyadha Ratnam Bora

We are pleased to offer you the position of Technical Support Associate, in band 3  at IBM India Pvt Ltd(IBM 
or Company). The terms and conditions of your employment contract at IBM are detailed below. Please read 
these important details carefully, including your compensation and benefits.

Acceptance and Commencement

Your appointment will be effective on your joining date, i.e November 3, 2020. Please contact us immediately 
if you require an alternative joining date. If you do not confirm your acceptance or we are unable to set an 
alternative date, this offer will be withdrawn.

To confirm your acceptance of this offer, you are required to:

 Accept this offer by selecting the 'accept' option at the bottom of the form. Please note that if you do 
not provide your acceptance, you will not be allowed to join on the joining date specified above.

 Any change of joining date must be communicated to the recruiter at least 5 days prior to your original 
joining date. The new joining date must be a weekday (except Saturday & Sunday) and should be no 
later than 5 days from the joining date specified above.

 On your first day of employment, please report at 9:00 am to Building # 3, IBM India Private Limited, 
Mindspace, Hiteched City, Madhapur, Hyderabad, Telangana, 500081. You will meet with your 
Onboarding Specialist who will assist you with your joining formalities. If you have any questions about 
your first day start paperwork, please send an email to pronboar@in.ibm.com.

On your joining date, please bring (i) 1 copy of this letter duly signed and dated by you (ii) 2 self photographs 
(passport size, color with white background) (iii) One set of print outs of the completed on boarding forms & 
Originals (iv) Aadhaar number (If you do not have one, please apply immediately and provide the enrolment 
number on the day of onboarding). This is required to facilitate remittance of your provident fund to the 
Employees Provident Fund Organization, as well as for any other purposes that may be required by statutory 
and regulatory authorities. Please note that Aadhaar is currently not mandatory for employees who do not 
hold an Indian passport, hence please notify us in advance if you fall within this category (v) Two sets of 
photocopies of the following mandatory documents:
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 Relieving document from most recent employer - Relieving letter or Service Certificate or Resignation 
acceptance email with last Working day (LWD) confirmation

 Passport and Pan card- If you do not have Passport or Pan card you need to bring one of the following 
IDs.

o Voter ID card
o Driving License
o Aadhaar Card
o Senior Secondary result/certificate with DOB and photo (for University hires only)

 In the absence of Passport and Pan card, apply for the same immediately and carry on one of the 
following as mentioned above to complete on boarding process.

 Disability certificate - If you have stated in your application to IBM that you are differently abled, 
please bring the disability certificate as per the prescribed format, duly filled & signed.

 Name change document - If you have ever changed your name at any point of time, and for any reason 
whatsoever.

 Valid Indian Work Permit, if applicable.
 Education documents (For University hires only) :- Degree certificate and all year mark sheets for the 

highest degree attained.

The other terms and conditions of the offer are as follows:

 Your employment with the Company is at all times subject to you having a valid work permit from the 
Government of India. It is your responsibility to obtain and maintain throughout your employment a 
valid work permit. A copy of the work permit needs to be furnished by you on the date of on boarding, 
failing which you will not be permitted to join.

 Your initial posting will be in Hyderabad . However, your services are transferable, and you may be 
assigned to any other department, location or office of IBM, a subsidiary, or associate company as the 
Company may decide from time to time. Your project, designation or role may be changed at the 
discretion of the Company depending on the work assigned to you. In such case, you will be governed 
by the policies of that location and role.

 You acknowledge that the technology industry undergoes rapid transformations and structural 
changes. In this context, IBM frequently enters into agreements with other entities, including 
outsourcing arrangements, transitions, mergers, acquisitions, divestitures and other corporate actions. 
If any such action relates to your role / position, you agree to cooperate with IBM and take any 
necessary steps to ensure a smooth transition.

 Your appointment and continued employment at IBM is conditional upon satisfactory reference & 
background checks including verification of your application materials, education and employment 
history. 

 Your employment is also contingent upon your ability to work for the Company without restriction (i.e. 
you do not have any non-compete obligations or other restrictive clauses with any previous employer). 
If any information furnished by you in your application for employment or during the selection process 
is found at any time during your employment to be incorrect or false, and/or if you have suppressed 
material information regarding your qualifications and experience, the Company may terminate your 
services without notice or compensation.
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 Your designation may be changed at the discretion of the Company depending on the work assigned 
to you.

 You may be required to travel on Company work and you will be reimbursed expenses as per Company 
policy.

 If you are absent for a continuous period of 8 days without leave or obtaining your manager’s 
approval, you will be deemed to have voluntarily terminated your service without notice.

 You will be on probation until your successful completion of the probationary period is confirmed in 
writing. The normal probation period is [1] year but may be extended or confirmed earlier based on 
your performance and at your manager’s discretion. At any time during your probationary period, 
either you or the Company may terminate your service by giving 30 days notice or basic salary in lieu 
thereof.

 Upon completion of your probation period and confirmation as a regular employee, you or the 
Company may terminate your service at any time by giving 90 days notice or basic salary in lieu 
thereof. However due to exigencies of business the Company may at its sole discretion reject the 
salary in lieu of notice and ask you to serve the entire or part of the notice period. You shall not be 
deemed to have been relieved of your services except upon issue of a letter by the Company to that 
effect.

 IBM encourages and fosters a culture of strong performance from its employees. Accordingly during 
your service with IBM, you will be required to comply with the following:

o The Company presents multiple opportunities across technologies to support employees 
develop their skills and build their career. You shall maintain a satisfactory level of 
performance at all times.

o You agree to utilize IBM’s resources, materials and training programs as applicable, and shall 
ensure that your skills are at all times current and relevant to IBM's business.

o You may be required to undergo certain training and assessment programs from time to time 
and shall complete the same to the satisfaction of IBM.

o You also understand and acknowledge that IBM requires its employees to be productively and 
effectively utilized at all times. IBM maintains listings of open positions on its internal job 
postings page. If you are no longer deployed on a project/ assignment, you shall search for 
positions that are commensurate with your skills and experience and ensure you are effectively 
utilized. If selected for such positions, your movement to these positions will be subject to 
IBM’s processes and policies.

o You will be aware that the Company works on a round the clock model depending on customer 
needs. You hereby consent, should your role require it, to working on any shift, including night 
shift, to support the business requirements of the Company.

o Your compliance with the above terms and conditions shall be reviewed from time to time and 
shall be an integral condition of your continued employment with IBM.
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 You will retire from the services of the Company on attaining 58 years. Retirement action will be 
performed one day prior to the last working day of the retiring month.

 Upon your resignation or retirement from the Company or termination of your services, you are 
required to return all assets and property of the Company such as documents, machines, data, files 
and books etc. (including but not limited to leased properties).

 Any and all of the terms and conditions of service may be modified or changed at the Company’s 
discretion.

 You will, by default, be enrolled in IBM’s Group Mediclaim Insurance Policy, unless you choose to opt 
out. A nominal premium will be charged to you for the same, for as long as you participate in the 
Policy. All benefits as outlined herein and in IBM policies are subject to change at the Company’s 
discretion. You will be entitled to privilege leave in accordance with the Company’s policy as applicable 
from time to time.

 It is your responsibility to notify the Company of any changes in your personal information within 3 
working days. All notices shall be considered duly and properly delivered to the address on file with 
the Company.

 Your individual remuneration is strictly confidential and is detailed in Annexure A. It has been 
determined based on numerous factors such as your job, skills-specific background, and professional 
merit. This information and any changes made therein should be treated as personal, confidential and 
should not be disclosed to any person without IBM’s prior written authorization.

 During your service with the Company, you are expected to devote your whole time and attention to 
the Company's affairs and refrain from directly or indirectly engaging in any other employment or 
business in any role or capacity.

 Information pertaining to IBM operations and intellectual property is confidential as detailed in 
Annexure B. You will also be bound by more specific non-disclosure agreements on sensitive issues 
based on business requirements. If you are bound by a confidentiality agreement with a previous 
employer, you must notify the Company and indemnify the Company against any breach thereof.

 You hereby agree to abide by all the rules and regulations of the Company and accept the policies and 
processes of the Company which are in force from time to time and the Company shall have the right 
to vary or modify any or all of the rules, regulations or policies and the same shall be binding on you.

 All employees are required to read and comply with IBM’s Business Conduct Guidelines and sign a 
statement to this effect. Any breach of the Guidelines or the terms and conditions of employment may 
result in termination of your service without notice or compensation.

 You will abide by all the rules and regulations of the Company which are in force from time to time and 
the Company shall have the right to vary or modify any or all of the above terms and conditions which 
shall be binding on you.

 This offer is conditional upon your having a valid Passport. If you do not have a passport as of the date 
of this offer, you are required to apply for one immediately and produce the relevant 
acknowledgement on the day of your on boarding. Should you be denied a passport or if you are 
otherwise unable to produce a copy of your passport, IBM shall be entitled to terminate your 
employment for cause. It is a condition of your employment that you have a valid passport at all times.

 You will be required to register your profile with National Skills Registry once you join IBM. The details 
on the National Skills Registry are available on www.nationalskillsregistry.com .To complete the 
registration process, you will be required to submit a photograph, a photo identity proof and 
registration fee of  INR 300 + (Service taxes as applicable) - which includes  INR 50/- annual usage fee 
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at the POS (Point of Service) helpdesk at IBM office Registration with National Skills Registry is 
mandatory and should be completed within 30 days from your date of joining.

 You will be required to provide the Aadhaar Number on the day of onboarding and the same must be 
updated on the HR Systems mandatorily within 30 days of your onboarding. Please do ensure that the 
name as per Aadhaar is exactly the same as the name given by you to IBM, and that appears on this 
employment contract. In case there is a mismatch please have the same rectified with Aadhaar 
authority (UIDAI) prior to onboarding.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

ANNEXURE A

DATE October 19, 2020

NAME Malyadha Ratnam Bora BAND 3  

DESIGNATION Technical Support Associate LOCATION Hyderabad

Compensation Components IBM Offer (in INR)

1. Annual Basic Salary 180000

2. Annual Flexible Benefit Plan (FBP) 67314

Annual Reference Salary 247314

3. Retirals

   a) Provident Fund (PF) 21600

   b) Gratuity @ 4.8% 8640

Annual Reference Salary + Retirals 277554

4. Performance Linked Variable Pay 0 to 43800

5. Annual Potential Compensation Annual Reference Salary + Retirals + Performance 
Linked Variable Pay

*Company currently has performance linked variable pay program with performance measured against criteria 
announced at monthly or quarterly frequency. This forms a part of the variable earnings and actual earnings & 
frequency of payment will be as per the defined Company Policies. The management reserves the right at its 
discretion to modify/amend/withdraw/continue with the program.

All salary components may be subject to restructuring or modification based on IBM policies.

OTHER BENEFITS:

 By default, you will be enrolled in the Group Mediclaim Policy. You need to enroll your immediate 
family (Spouse & up to Four Children) within 45 days of joining.  If you wish to do so, a nominal 
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premium for covering you and your family will be charged to you unless you choose to opt out for 
yourself and family.

 Group Term Life and Accident Rider Coverage

OTHER COMMITMENTS/ CONDITIONS
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The impact of today's technology and pace of change is tremendous. We hope you're as excited as we are to 
play a part in that revolution. At IBM, we're changing the world every day and we will be delighted to have you 
as part of our team. To confirm your acceptance of this offer letter on the terms and conditions specified 
herein, please sign in the space specified below and return the signed copy to IBM on your on boarding day.

Signed By - IBM Authorized Signatory
Talent Acquisition Leader ISA

ACCEPTANCE OF APPOINTMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS (TO BE UPDATED BY THE CANDIDATE ON THE DATE 
OF JOINING))

I agree that I have read, understand, and accept employment with IBM under the terms and conditions stated 
above. By signing on this offer, I also agree and acknowledge that this offer letter does not require a physical 
signature, and the issuance of this offer of employment to me, my acceptance of this offer, and IBM's 
acknowledgment of the same and the affixing of a signature by the IBM representative shall be adequate to 
constitute a valid contract of employment between IBM India Pvt Ltd. and me. (Please sign below to confirm 
that you agree with the terms and conditions stated in this offer.)
SIGNATURE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRINTED NAME
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE OF JOINING
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VERIFIED BY (FOR OFFICE USE ONLY - TO BE UPDATED BY ON BOARDING SPECIALIST)

SIGNATURE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PRINTED NAME
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL
Explanation of Compensation Components

Component Summary Explanation*

1. Basic Salary The fundamental salary component to which many other compensation 
components are linked.

2. Flexible Benefit Plan (FBP)
The FBP allows employees to choose a benefit basket that suits their needs. For 
certain elements, employees may avail of tax exemptions as per prevailing tax 
laws. The elements are listed below.

(a) Leave Travel Allowance 
(LTA)

LTA can be used for up to maximum of economy class airfare twice during a 4 
year period as per Income tax rules.

(b) House Rent Allowance Maximum 50% of Basic Salary per annum. To be used for house rent.

(c) “Flat” Allowance Remaining FBP funds and is a taxable amount.

3.  Retirals These elements of compensation are not paid out until later when certain 
conditions are met.

(a) Provident Fund (PF) 12% of Basic Salary is contributed to the Provident Fund.

(b) Gratuity

4.8% of Basic Salary, which denotes the company's contribution to the Gratuity 
Fund based on actuarial calculations. You are not entitled to this amount as a 
cash component as this is intended to be a retiral benefit. Gratuity is payable to 
you as per the IBM Gratuity Trust Fund Rules and the Payment of Gratuity Act, 
1972, on cessation of your employment after at least 5 years of continuous 
service with the Company. The amount of gratuity payable shall not exceed 
Twenty Lakh rupees (INR 2,000,000).

(c) ESIC
Until your monthly wages are up to INR 21,000/- per month, or such other 
amount prescribed by law, you will be covered under Employee State Insurance 
Act, 1948 (ESIC) and will be entitled to avail benefits under the same.

Annual Reference Salary Annual Basic Salary + Annual FBP

4. Performance Linked 
Variable Pay

Amount of Target earnings mentioned under Performance Linked Variable Pay 
Program is determined based on your specific role and process/client aligned and 
subject to change based on any changes to your roles & responsibilities. This 
forms a part of the variable earnings and actual earnings & frequency of payment 
will be as per the defined Company Policies. The management reserves the right 
at its discretion to modify/amend/withdraw/continue with the program.

*For detailed information please refer to Company policies, which are subject to change from time to time.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

Other Benefits– Additional Information*

Group Term Life Insurance Plan:
This is a company paid benefit which provides group term life coverage to all employees of IBM India Pvt. Ltd. The benefit 
basis for life coverage is sixty times monthly basic salary subject to a minimum and a maximum coverage as stated in the 
policy. The coverage is subject to completion of the Insurance Company’s prescribed insurance underwriting procedure 
and awarding of coverage by the insurance company.  Coverage applies world-wide, 24 hours a day.

Group Personal Accident Plan:
This is a company paid benefit which provides group personal accident coverage to all employees of IBM India Pvt. Ltd. 
The benefit basis for accident coverage against permanent total disability, permanent partial disability and 
dismemberment is sixty times monthly basic salary subject to a minimum and a maximum coverage as stated in the 
policy. Coverage applies world-wide, 24 hours a day.

Group Mediclaim Insurance Policy for Self and nuclear family (spouse and up to 4 children)
By default, you will be enrolled in the Group Mediclaim Policy from the date of your joining with a coverage of up to INR 3 
Lakh per year under Family Floater plan. As part of that, you can also enroll your immediate family (Spouse & up to Four 
Children) through our Third-Party Administrator’s (TPA) website within 45 days of your joining. If you decide to avail 
Mediclaim insurance policy, there will be an applicable Co-share of premium deduction from your salary. If you wish not 
to be covered, you may choose to opt out within 45 days of joining. You have the option of enhancing this cover up to a 
maximum of INR 10 Lakh per year (incremental premium to be borne by employee).

You also have the opportunity of purchasing insurance coverage for your parents. This is on an individual coverage basis 
and the premium incurred is to be borne by you.

Mid-term inclusion of only new born babies (within 45 days of the child birth) and newly married spouse (within 45 days 
from the date of marriage) is allowed. The insurance coverage for the newly acquired dependent (spouse/child) will be 
with effect from the date of event (marriage/ birth whichever is applicable)
*Subject to enrolling the new dependent within 45 days from the date of event.

All hospitalization claims under the Medical Insurance Policy pertaining to employee is borne by insurer at 90:10%. Claims 
pertaining to dependents (spouse, children and parents) will be borne by insurer and employee on a 80% : 20% basis.

Critical Illness Buffer
This benefit is provided to help you and your nuclear family in times of medical emergencies. If an employee, spouse, or 
child is diagnosed with any of the illnesses defined under the "Critical Illness Buffer" criteria, you can also be eligible for an 
additional amount of INR 7 Lakh for required treatment once the Family Floater and any additional cover (if taken) is 
exhausted. This is subject to available Corporate Buffer and policy T&C.

Domiciliary Benefit
Domiciliary expenses on out-patient care for employee, spouse and children up to a maximum of INR 10,000/- ( at 50% 
Co-pay) is also provided to employees who participate in the Group Mediclaim Insurance Policy.

National Pension System (NPS)
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NPS is a voluntary defined contribution-based scheme option provided to all IBM India Regular employees. It’s a tax saving 
retirement vehicle for which you can enroll by declaring your monthly contribution, minimum Rs. 500 per month and 
maximum of 10% of your Flexible Benefit Plan, on IBM Intranet. You can find more details about this program on IBM 
intranet.

Compensation under Employees Compensation Act
All IBM employees are entitled for compensation under the Employee's Compensation Act, 1923, as amended from time to 
time. The compensation under the Act will be inclusive of the coverage amount under Group term Life Insurance Plan and 
shall be paid under following circumstances:
a) in case of personal injury caused to  an employee by an accident arising out of and in the course of his employment 
resulting in total or partial disablement of the employee for a period exceeding three days. Provided that the accident is 
not directly attributable to the employee having being under the influence of drink or drugs or willfully disobedience of 
any order expressively given for the safety of employees or willfully removal or disregard of any safety guard or other 
device provided for the purpose of securing safety of employees. 
b) In case of any injury resulting in Death or permanent total disability.
c) In case of occupational disease as defined under the Act.
 
* For detailed information, please refer the Company's Intranet. Company benefits, and policies are subject to withdrawal; change from 
time to time at the sole discretion of the Company and without the need of any prior notice to the employees.
* IBM reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to amend, change, suspend, or terminate any benefit or other plan, program, practice or 
policy of IBM at any time. IBM does not have any obligation to, and nothing contained in these documents shall be construed as creating 
an express or implied obligation or promise on the part of IBM to, maintain, continue to offer, or make available such plans, programs, 
practices or policies.

Maternity Benefit:

All women IBM employees are entitled for maternity benefits in accordance with the Maternity Benefit Act, 1966 and IBM 
Maternity Leave Policy as may be amended from time to time. These benefits currently include:

1) Maternity Leave for:
a) Delivery: Women employees who have been in continuous service for at least 80 days in the 12 months prior to the 
commencement of maternity leave are entitled to up to 26 weeks of maternity leave with full pay of which not more than 8 
weeks shall precede the expected delivery date.
b) Miscarriage/Medical termination: In case of miscarriage or medical termination of pregnancy, a women employee is 
entitled to 6 weeks of leave with full pay immediately following the day of miscarriage or medical termination of 
pregnancy.
c) Tubectomy: In case of tubectomy operation, a women employee is entitled to 2 weeks of leave with full pay immediately 
following the day of her tubectomy operation.
d) Illness: Women employees suffering from illness arising out of pregnancy, delivery, premature birth of child, 
miscarriage, medical termination of pregnancy or tubectomy operation are entitled to an additional period of 4 weeks 
leave with full pay.

2) Leave for Adoption/Surrogacy: Women employees who have been in continuous service for at least 80 days in the 12 
months prior to the commencement of maternity leave are entitled to up to 12 weeks of maternity leave with full pay upon 
the adoption of a child or in case the employee has used the surrogacy arrangement.

3) Group Medical Insurance Policy covers expenses for pre and post natal consultations, prescribed medications and 
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prescribed investigations incurred up to 60 days after maternity.  The expenses covered are up to a maximum of INR 
10,000 per maternity event. This benefit is a sub limit of the maternity benefit of INR 50,000 and is reimbursed on 
production of complete and detailed bill and documents.

4) Women employees returning from Maternity can opt for work from home option if the role or function allows for remote 
working.

Kindly refer IBM Maternity leave policy and IBM Flexible work option policy in effect from time to time for more details in 
respect of the above benefits.  For additional information including in relation to child care, please get in touch with your 
Manager or Human Resources Partner.
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IBM CONFIDENTIAL

ANNEXURE B - NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

Agreement Regarding Confidential Information, Intellectual Property, and Other Matters

Serial # :________________   Date Of Hire :  __ __ / __ __ / __ __ __ __

In consideration of my employment or my continued employment by International Business Machines Corporation or one of its 
subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively, “IBM”), which I acknowledge is employment at will, and the payment to me of a salary or other 
compensation during my employment, I agree as follows:

1. I will not, without IBM's prior written permission, disclose to anyone outside of IBM or use in other than IBM's business, either during or 
after my employment, any confidential information or material of IBM, or any information or material received by IBM in confidence from 
third parties, such as suppliers or customers. If I leave the employ of IBM or at the request of IBM, I will return to IBM all property in my 
possession belonging to IBM or received by IBM from any third party, whether or not containing confidential information and whether 
stored on an IBM owned asset or a personally owned asset, including, but not limited to, electronic data, electronic files, diskettes and 
other storage media, drawings, notebooks, reports, and any other hard copy or electronic documents or records. No employee is 
prohibited from reporting possible violations of law or regulation to a government agency, as protected by law.

Confidential information or material of IBM is any information or material: (a) generated or collected by or utilized in the operations of 
IBM; received from any third party; obtained from an entity IBM acquired or in which IBM purchased a controlling interest (including 
information or material received by that entity from a third party); or suggested by or resulting from any task assigned to me or work 
performed by me for or on behalf of IBM; and (b) which has not been made available generally to the public, whether or not expressed in 
a document or other medium and whether or not marked "IBM Confidential" or with any similar legend of IBM or any third party. 
Confidential information or material may include, but is not limited to, information and material related to past, present and future 
development, manufacturing activities, or personnel matters; marketing and business plans; pricing information; customer lists; technical 
specifications, drawings, and designs; prototypes; computer programs; and databases.

2. (a) During my employment with IBM and for two years following the termination of my employment from IBM for any reason, I will not 
directly or indirectly within the Restricted Area solicit, or attempt to or participate or assist in any effort to solicit, any employee of IBM to 
be employed or perform services outside of IBM. For purposes of this Paragraph 2(a), “Restricted Area” shall mean any geographic area in 
the world in which I worked or for which I had job responsibilities, including supervisory responsibilities, during the last twelve (12) 
months of my employment with IBM. Also, for purposes of this Paragraph 2(a), “employee of IBM” shall mean any employee of IBM who 
worked within the Restricted Area at any time in the 12-month period immediately preceding any actual or attempted solicitation.
(b) I agree that during my employment with IBM and for one year following the termination of my employment for any reason, I will not 
directly or indirectly solicit for competitive business purposes any customer with which I was directly or indirectly involved as part of my 
job responsibilities during the twelve (12) months prior to the termination of my employment with IBM. This paragraph 2(b) does not 
apply to any IBM employee whose work location as reflected in IBM records is within the state of California.

I acknowledge that IBM would suffer irreparable harm if I fail to comply with Paragraph 2(a) or (b), and that IBM would be entitled to any 
appropriate relief, including money damages, equitable relief and attorneys’ fees.

3. I will not disclose to IBM, use in its business, or cause it to use, any information or material which is confidential to any third party 
unless authorized by IBM. In addition, I will not incorporate into any product used and/or sold by IBM, any copyrighted materials or 
patented inventions of any third party, unless authorized by IBM pursuant to Paragraph 5.

4. I will comply, and do all things necessary for IBM to comply, with (a) the laws and regulations of all governments under which IBM does 
business, (b) the provisions of contracts between any such government or its contractors and IBM that relate to intellectual property or to 
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the safeguarding of information, and (c) IBM's corporate directives, including, without limitation, policies and information technology 
security standards issued from time to time as well as the IBM Business Conduct Guidelines as amended from time to time.

5. I hereby assign to IBM my entire right, title, and interest in any idea, concept, technique, invention, design (whether the design is 
ornamental or otherwise), computer programs and related documentation, other works of authorship, mask works, and the like (all 
hereinafter called "Developments"), hereafter made, conceived, written, or otherwise created solely or jointly by me, whether or not such 
Developments are patentable, subject to copyright or trademark protection or susceptible to any other form of protection which: (a) relate 
to the actual or anticipated business or research or development of IBM or its subsidiaries or (b) are suggested by or result from any task 
assigned to me or work performed by me for or on behalf of IBM or its subsidiaries.

If, by operation of law such right, title, and interest in Developments vest in IBM upon creation, I acknowledge that such right, title, and 
interest belong to IBM. Also, I hereby assign to IBM my entire right, title and interest in any such Developments that were or are 
suggested by or a result of any task assigned to me or work performed by me for or on behalf of any entity that IBM acquired or in which 
IBM purchased a controlling interest to the extent that any such right, title and interest is not already owned by said entity.

In the case of any "other works of authorship", such assignment or ownership shall be limited to those works of authorship which meet 
both conditions (a) and (b) above.

California Notice: For Developments subject to California law, notwithstanding anything above to the contrary, I understand that this 
assignment does not apply to a Development which qualifies fully under the provisions of Section 2870 of the California Labor Code.
The above provisions concerning assignment or ownership of Developments apply to Developments created while employed by IBM in an 
executive, managerial, professional, product or technical planning, technical, research, programming, or engineering capacity (including 
development, product, manufacturing, systems, applied science, and field engineering) or otherwise.

The assignment of Developments in this Paragraph 5 shall exclude any Developments in which I have a right, title, or interest and that 
were, prior to my employment with IBM, (1) conceived and/or made solely or jointly by me; (2) written wholly or in part by me; or (3) 
expressly stated in an agreement that I executed with another party which precludes an assignment to IBM (collectively, these exceptions 
to assigned Developments hereunder shall be known as “Excluded Developments”). Further, I acknowledge that I will not use or cause to 
be used, any Excluded Developments in IBM’s business, research or development without a written or email authorization to do so from 
both my first and second line manager. For the avoidance of doubt, Excluded Developments shall not comprise any Developments that 
were or are suggested by or resulted from any task assigned to me or work performed by me for or on behalf of any entity that IBM 
acquired or in which IBM purchased a controlling interest, unless assignment of my right, title, and interest in the Development is 
governed by an agreement executed prior to my IBM employment.
I hereby identify any and all Excluded Developments which are not published in a searchable public database (e.g.  United States Patent & 
Trademark Office). In the following table I have provided a brief non-confidential description that sufficiently identifies the Excluded 
Development (e.g. title of publication), the creation date of the Excluded Development, and to the extent my rights to the Excluded 
Development are governed by an agreement, the other named party to the agreement and the date the obligation terminates. 
 
If I do not have any Excluded Developments to declare I have left the following table blank or have written “None,” “Non/Applicable,” or a 
similar designation.

Description of Excluded Development Date Created Named Party/Termination Date

Additional pages may be attached, as appropriate to identify other Excluded Developments, if any. IBM requires you to disclose Excluded 
Developments in this Paragraph 5. If you wish to interest IBM in any Excluded Development, you may contact the Intellectual Property and 
Licensing Department at Corporate Headquarters, which will provide you with instructions for submitting it to IBM.

6.   In connection with any of the Developments assigned by Paragraph 5: (a) I will promptly disclose them in writing to the IBM 
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Intellectual Property Law Department; and (b) I will, on IBM's request, promptly execute a specific assignment of title to IBM or its 
designee, and do anything else reasonably necessary to enable IBM or such designee to secure a patent, copyright or other form of 
protection therefore in the United States and in other countries. In addition, I agree to promptly notify the IBM Intellectual Property Law 
Department in writing of any patent or patent application in which I am an inventor but which is not assigned by Paragraph 5 and which 
discloses or claims any Development made, conceived, or written while I am employed by IBM.I also agree to promptly notify the IBM 
Intellectual Property Law Department if, after I leave the employ of IBM, I am contacted by anyone or any entity outside of IBM regarding 
any transaction, legal or governmental proceeding, litigation or other legal dispute concerning or relating to any of the Developments 
assigned by Paragraph 5.

7.   IBM and its licensees, successors, or assigns (direct or indirect) are not required to designate me as an author of any Development 
which is subject to Paragraph 5, when it is distributed, publicly or otherwise, or to secure my permission to change or otherwise alter its 
integrity. I hereby waive and release, to the extent permitted by law, all rights in and to such designation and any rights I may have 
concerning modifications of such Developments.

I understand that any rights, waivers, releases, and assignments herein granted and made by me are freely assignable by IBM and are for 
the benefit of IBM and its subsidiaries, licensees, successors, and assigns.

8.   I agree that IBM, its services providers and other third parties authorized by IBM will collect, use, store, make available to those who 
have a need-to-know, and otherwise process my personal information to establish, maintain and terminate my employment relationship 
with IBM and for other legitimate business purposes, anywhere in the world. Such personal information, whether provided to IBM, its 
service providers, or third parties directly by me or otherwise gathered, includes my name, photo, contact information, skills, 
compensation, performance, usage of IBM assets, background check results, bank account information, and disability or medical 
information.

I will not use for unauthorized purposes nor share with any unauthorized parties, either during or after my employment, any personal 
information about others to which I may have access during my employment at IBM.

IBM provides numerous opportunities for social computing through blogs, wikis, social networks, virtual worlds and other social media. I 
agree to comply with all IBM policies and practices regarding use of social computing tools and I understand that I am personally 
responsible for the content I post on any social computing tools (whether on IBM’s internal platforms or on third party sites) and that any 
information I post, including any of my personal information, may be made broadly available to others, potentially inside or outside IBM, 
who have access to these tools.

9.   The term “subsidiaries,” as used in this Agreement, includes any entity owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by International 
Business Machines Corporation.

10.   The term "employment at will," as used in this Agreement, means the employment at the mutual consent of both me and IBM. 
Accordingly, either IBM or I can terminate the employment relationship at will, at any time, with or without cause or advance notice. 
However, this clause does not relieve me of my responsibility to serve the notice period in accordance with my terms of employment, in 
the event of my resignation from the services of IBM.

11.   This Agreement supersedes all previous oral or written communications, representations, understandings, undertakings, or 
agreements relating to the subject matter hereof, except as expressly agreed otherwise by IBM in writing upon my hire or transfer of 
employment to IBM. Any waiver of a term in this Agreement and any amendment to this Agreement may only be made in a writing signed 
by the Senior Vice President of Human Resources for International Business Machines Corporation and myself.

12.   This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of India. If any provision of this Agreement is unenforceable at law, the remainder 
shall remain in effect. I recognize that any violation of my obligations described herein would cause IBM to suffer irreparable harm and 
can result in disciplinary action, including dismissal from IBM, and any other appropriate relief for IBM including money damages, 
equitable relief and attorneys fees.

13.   This Agreement shall constitute a part of my terms of employment with IBM, and is executed contemporaneously with my offer of 
employment/ employment contract with IBM.
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My agreement, and my acknowledgment of receipt of a copy of this Agreement, are indicated by my signature below.

Employee's Full Name Employee's Signature Employee Serial No. Date
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Fueled by Imagination. Driven by Passion.

EMPLOYMENT OFFER

Hyderabad ,
2019-12-22.

Ref. No.: JTS-OL-1920-040

To

Ms.Sujini Lavanya Reddi ,
D.No.:2-91, 
Peddarambhadrapuram, 
Payakaraopet, 
Vishakhaptanam

Sub. : Employment Offer Letter

Dear Ms.Sujini Lavanya,

This is further to your personal interview held at our office on 2019-12-22. We are pleased to offer you an employment in our
Organization as Engineer Trainee. Your place of employment will be at our corporate office in Hyderabad.

You will be under probation for a period of three months. Your gross salary per annum will be Rs.180000/-. In addition, you may be
eligible to get incentive based on the direct revenue generated by you to the company beyond a set limit.

Please note that this employment is being offered to you with a minimum service commitment of one year from the date of joining. You
are requested to submit your copies of Educational and Experience Certificates within one week from the date of joining at Jytra
Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. .

This employment offer is valid till 2020-05-31 and you are required to join on or before this date, the offer stands withdrawn thereafter.
You need to work for at least 8 hours per day and 45 hours per week during our regular business hours. You are entitled to get 12 personal
leaves per year which will be credited proportionately at the end of each month. Further you should be willing to work in shifts and at
customer locations as per the business requirements. 2 months notice period is required in case of service resignation after serving the
notice period.

You are expected to maintain utmost secrecy in regard to the business affairs of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. and shall keep the
information, data and passwords strictly confidential. No data, information, technical documents, drawings etc., shall be transmitted
outside the office premises in any format.

We welcome you to the family of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. , and looking forward for a long term and mutually beneficial
professional association. If you need additional information, please contact the undersigned.

For Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Murali Krishna Mutyala
CEO

Note: This is ERP generated document and doesn't require any physical signature.

Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
6-646 Sri Mutyala Sreehari Estate Rangampeta - 533291, East Godavari District Andhra Pradesh, India, 301



Fueled by Imagination. Driven by Passion.

EMPLOYMENT OFFER

Hyderabad ,
2019-12-22.

Ref. No.: JTS-OL-1920-041

To

Mr.VENKATA GOWTHAM PENTAPATI ,
D.NO.:3-12/1 
Kolimeru, 
Tuni-533401, 
EAST GODAVARI

Sub. : Employment Offer Letter

Dear Mr.VENKATA GOWTHAM,

This is further to your personal interview held at our office on 2019-12-22. We are pleased to offer you an employment in our
Organization as Engineer Trainee. Your place of employment will be at our corporate office in Hyderabad.

You will be under probation for a period of three months. Your gross salary per annum will be Rs.180000/-. In addition, you may be
eligible to get incentive based on the direct revenue generated by you to the company beyond a set limit.

Please note that this employment is being offered to you with a minimum service commitment of one year from the date of joining. You
are requested to submit your copies of Educational and Experience Certificates within one week from the date of joining at Jytra
Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. .

This employment offer is valid till 2020-05-31 and you are required to join on or before this date, the offer stands withdrawn thereafter.
You need to work for at least 8 hours per day and 45 hours per week during our regular business hours. You are entitled to get 12 personal
leaves per year which will be credited proportionately at the end of each month. Further you should be willing to work in shifts and at
customer locations as per the business requirements. 2 months notice period is required in case of service resignation after serving the
notice period.

You are expected to maintain utmost secrecy in regard to the business affairs of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. and shall keep the
information, data and passwords strictly confidential. No data, information, technical documents, drawings etc., shall be transmitted
outside the office premises in any format.

We welcome you to the family of Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd. , and looking forward for a long term and mutually beneficial
professional association. If you need additional information, please contact the undersigned.

For Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.

Murali Krishna Mutyala
CEO

Note: This is ERP generated document and doesn't require any physical signature.

Jytra Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
6-646 Sri Mutyala Sreehari Estate Rangampeta - 533291, East Godavari District Andhra Pradesh, India, 302



Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Peddina  Sampath Kumar
S/o  Janardhan Rao
HNO                     :19-316/2,
LandMark            : Near Central Jail,
City/Village          : Srikrishnapuram,
Mandal                 : Visakhapatnam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-530040.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 

.........44429.........
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.

.........44429.........
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Corporate ID No, U24117TG2006PTCOS0967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

You are required to submit the following documents at the time of your joining:

• Medical FitnessCertificate from our Company's authorized Medical Officer.

• Copies of certificates along with originals in proof of your age, educational
qualifications etc. for our records.

• 8 Passportsize recent colour Photographs.

• Copyof your Aadhaar Card / Ration Card / Passport / Voter ID/ Driving License.

With reference to your application and subsequent interview you had with us, we
have pleasure in offering you the position of GET (Graduate Engineer-Trainee) in our
Unit, situated at Kesavaramvillage, Payakaraopeta Mandai, on the following terms
and conditions asmutually discussedand agreed.

Your CTCis fixed at Rs.3, 54,372/- (RupeesThree Lakhs Fifty Four Thousand Three
Hundred SeventyTwo Only) PerAnnum. Pleasenote that the salary details are strictly
private and confidential between you and the management. You shall not
share/disclose this information under any circumstances with anyone at any time
except to the authorized person in HRDepartment.

You are advised to join on 11th May, 2020.

You shall work with the company for a minimum period of Three (3) Years from the
date of your joining, for which you need to submit your written consent in the
specified format, while joining.

This offer and employment is subject to the conditions that (a) on our understanding
that the details in your resume and job application are correct and complete in all
respects, (b) upon the management being satisfied on any reference and background
checks that may be carried out any time during the period of your training and
subsequent employment with the company and (c) your medical fitness certified by
our Company's authorized /nominated Medical Officer.

Dear Mr. ChandraSekhar,

Sub: Offer of Appointment as GET (Graduate Engineer-Trainee)

.\

To
Mr. Pedhiredla poorna Chandrasekhar,
5/0. KamuNaidu
SalikaMallavaram, Golugonda
Visakhapatnam District, 531084 Andhra Pradesh.
Contact No: 9542950175, Email: arjunchandra0104@gmail.com

Ref: DFC(I}PL/Kesavaram/HR&Admin/Offer of Appointment/2020.
Date: 28th Jan,2020.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District, A,P" 531127, India
Tel. +91 8931 204045

deccan
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Corporate ID No. U24117TG2006PTCOS0967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

Name:

Signature of the Candidate.Date:

Offer Acceptance:-

I received original letter of Offer of Appointment dated 28thJan,2020. I hereby accept
the terms and conditions set out therein. I also agree that the salary details are strictly
confidential between me and the Organization. I undertake that there would be no
breach of this confidentiality agreement. I further confirm that I will be joining on 11th

May, 2020 and work for a minimum period of 3 years.

(B.SA~~O)
AGM - HR& ADMIN.

With BestWishes,

for DECCANFINECHEMICALS(INDIA) PVT.LTD.

We welcome you to Deccan family and look forward to a significant and fruitful
association.

In case there is no confirmation from your end on or before the specified date, this
offer shall automatically stands cancelled.

If the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, please sign on the duplicate
copy of this offer of appointment and return to us in token of your acceptance.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District, A.P., 531127, India
Tel. +91 8931 204045

deccan*
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Corporate ID No. U24117TG2006PTCOS0967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

You are required to submit the following documents at the time of your joining:

• Medical FitnessCertificate from our Company's authorized Medical Officer.

• Copies of certificates along with originals in proof of your age, educational
qualifications etc. for our records.

• 8 Passport size recent colour Photographs.

• Copy of your Aadhaar Card / Ration Card/ Passport/ Voter ID/ Driving license.

~

With reference to your application and subsequent interview you had with us, we
have pleasure in offering you the position of GET(Graduate Engineer-Trainee) in our
Unit, situated at Kesavaramvillage, Payakaraopeta Manda" on the following terms
and conditions asmutually discussedand agreed.

Your CTCis fixed at Rs.3, 54,372/- (RupeesThree lakhs Fifty Four Thousand Three
Hundred SeventyTwo Only) PerAnnum. Pleasenote that the salary details are strictly
private and confidential between you and the management. You shall not
share/disclose this information under any circumstances with anyone at any time
except to the authorized person in HRDepartment.

You are advised to join on 11th May, 2020.

You shall work with the company for a minimum period of Three (3) Years from the
date of your joining, for which you need to submit your written consent in the
specified format, while joining.

This offer and employment is subject to the conditions that (a) on our understanding
that the details in your resume and job application are correct and complete in all
respects, (b) upon the management being satisfied on any reference and background
checks that may be carried out any time during the period of your training and
subsequent employment with the company and (c) your medical fitness certified by
our Company's authorized /nominated Medical Officer.

Dear Ms. Keerthana,

Sub: Offer of Appointment asGET(Graduate Engineer-Trainee)

To
Ms. Rallabhandi NagaKrishna Keerthana,
D/o. SrinivasSastry
Harihara Nagar,
Karimnagar District, 505001 Andhra Pradesh.
Contact No: 7287854495, Email: krishnakeerthana4@gmail.com

Ref:DFC(I)Pl/Kesavaram/HR&Admin/Offer of Appointment/2020.
Date: 28th Jan, 2020.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District,A.P.,531127, India
Tel. +918931204045

deccan
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Corporate ID No. U24117TG2006PTCOS0967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

Name:

Signature of the Candidate.Date:

Offer Acceptance:-

I received original letter of Offer of Appointment dated 28thJan,2020. I hereby accept
the terms and conditions set out therein. I also agree that the salary details are strictly
confidential between me and the Organization. I undertake that there would be no
breach of this confidentiality agreement. I further confirm that I will be joining on 11th

May, 2020 and work for a minimum period of 3 years.

(B.SA~~O)
AGM - HR& ADMIN.

With BestWishes,

for DECCANFINECHEMICALS(INDIA) PVT.LTD.

We welcome you to Deccan family and look forward to a significant and fruitful
association.

In case there is no confirmation from your end on or before the specified date, this
offer shall automatically stands cancelled.

If the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, please sign on the duplicate
copy of this offer of appointment and return to us in token of your acceptance.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District, A.P., 531127, India
Tel. +91 8931 204045

deccan*
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Ronanki  Mozes
S/o  Rajarao
HNO                     :45-39-14,
LandMark            : Brside Bollineni Hospital, Ramalayam Street,
City/Village          : Ambedkar Street,
Post                      : Thadithota,
Mandal                 : Rajamundry,
District                 : EAST GODAVARI-533103.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.

.........44443.........
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Hanumanthu  Tanuj Srikanth
S/o  Srinivasa Rao
HNO                     :73-6-4/3,
LandMark            : Opp. RTO Office, FCI Godowns,
City/Village          : Narayanapuram,
Mandal                 : Rajamundry,
District                 : EAST GODAVARI-533101.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Corporate 10 No. U24117TG2006PTC050967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

You are required to submit the following documents at the time of your joining:

• Medical FitnessCertificate from our Company's authorized Medical Officer.

• Copies of certificates along with originals in proof of your age, educational
qualifications etc. for our records.

• 8 Passport size recent colour Photographs.

• Copyof your Aadhaar Card/ Ration Card/ Passport / Voter ID/ Driving License.

With reference to your application and subsequent interview you had with us, we
have pleasure in offering you the position of GET(Graduate Engineer-Trainee) in our
Unit, situated at Kesavaramvillage, Payakaraopeta Mandai, on the following terms
and conditions asmutually discussedand agreed.

Your CTCis fixed at Rs.3, 54,372/- (RupeesThree Lakhs Fifty Four Thousand Three
Hundred SeventyTwo Only) PerAnnum. Pleasenote that the salarydetails are strictly
private and confidential between you and the management. You shall not
share/disclose this information under any circumstances with anyone at any time
except to the authorized person in HRDepartment.

You are advised to join on 11th May, 2020.

You shall work with the company for a minimum period of Three (3) Years from the
date of your joining, for which you need to submit your written consent in the
specified format, while joining.

This offer and employment is subject to the conditions that (a) on our understanding
that the details in your resume and job application are correct and complete in all
respects, (b) upon the management being satisfied on any reference and background
checks that may be carried out any time during the period of your training and
subsequent employment with the company and (c) your medical fitness certified by
our Company's authorized /nominated Medical Officer.

Dear Mr. Vivek,

Sub: Offer of Appointment asGET(Graduate Engineer-Trainee)

To
Mr. Vivek Inna,
5/0. Govinda Rajulu
Gollavanipalem, Aganampudi
Visakhapatnam District, 530046 Andhra Pradesh.
Contact No: 8121858233, Email: vivekinna7@gmail.com

Ref: DFC{I}PL/Kesavaram/HR&Admin/Offer of Appointment/2020.
Date: 28th Jan,2020.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District, A.P.,531127, India
Tel. +918931204045

deccan
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Corporate ID No. U24117TG2006PTCOS0967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

Name:

Signature of the Candidate.Date:

Offer Acceptance:-

I received original letter of Offer of Appointment dated 28thJan,2020. I hereby accept
the terms and conditions set out therein. I also agree that the salary details are strictly
confidential between me and the Organization. I undertake that there would be no
breach of this confidentiality agreement. I further confirm that I will be joining on 11th

May, 2020 and work for a minimum period of 3 years.

(B.SA~~O)
AGM - HR& ADMIN.

With BestWishes,

for DECCANFINECHEMICALS(INDIA) PVT.LTD.

We welcome you to Deccan family and look forward to a significant and fruitful
association.

In case there is no confirmation from your end on or before the specified date, this
offer shall automatically stands cancelled.

If the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, please sign on the duplicate
copy of this offer of appointment and return to us in token of your acceptance.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District, A.P., 531127, India
Tel. +91 8931 204045

deccan*
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Gunda  Ganesh Kumar
S/o  Trinadha Rao
HNO                     :8-22-8,
LandMark            : Ummi Veedhi,
City/Village          : Chinna Waltair,
Mandal                 : Visakhapatnam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-530018.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Sampangi  Dinakara Vara Prasad
S/o  Ramu
HNO                     :14-26-33,
LandMark            : Angadidibba Street, Near Mugguru Ammavari Temple,
City/Village          : Maharanipeta,
Mandal                 : Visakhapatnam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-530002.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Corporate 10 No. U24117TG2006PTC050967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-500 033, Telangana, India.

Copyof your Aadhaar CardjRation Card / Passport/ Voter ID/ Driving License.

~

•
•

•
Medical FitnessCertificate from our Company's authorized Medical Officer.

Copies of certificates along with originals in proof of your age, educational
qualifications etc. for our records.

8 Passportsize recent colour Photographs.

•
You are required to submit the following documents at the time of your joining:

With reference to your application and subsequent interview you had with us, we
have pleasure in offering you the position of GET(Graduate Engineer-Trainee) in our
Unit, situated at Kesavaramvillage, Payakaraopeta Mandai, on the following terms
and conditions asmutually discussedand agreed.

Your CTCis fixed at Rs. 2, 64,912/- (Rupees Two Lakhs Sixty Four Thousand nine
Hundred Twelve Only) Per Annum. Please note that the salary details are strictly
private and confidential between you and the management. You shall not
share/disclose this information under any circumstances with anyone at any time
except to the authorized person in HRDepartment.

You are advised to join on 18th May, 2020.

You shall work with the company for a minimum period of Three (3) Years from the
date of your joining, for which you need to submit your written consent in the
specified format, while joining.

This offer and employment is subject to the conditions that (a) on our understanding
that the details, in your resume and job application are correct and complete in all
respects, (b) upon the management being satisfied on any reference and background
checks that may be carried out any time during the period of your training and
subsequent employment with the company and (c) your medical fitness certified by
our Company's authorized /nominated Medical Officer.

Dear Mr. Vara Prasad,

Sub: Offer of Appointment as GET(Graduate Engineer-Trainee)

To
Mr. SampangiDinakaraVara Prasad,
S/o. Ramu
Angadidibba Street, Maharanipeta
Visakhapatnam District, 530002 Andhra Pradesh.
Contact No: 8309595805, Email: dinakara.varaprasad@gmail.com

Ref:DFC(I)PL/Kesavaram/HR&Admin/Offer of Appointment/2020.
Date: 11th Mar, 2020.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District,AP., 531127, India
Tel. +918931204045deccan
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Corporate ID No. U24117TG2006PTCOS0967
Regd. Office: 8-2-293/82/A/74A, Road No.9, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-SOO 033, Telangana, India.

Name:

Signature of the Candidate.Date:

Offer Acceptance:-

I received original letter of Offer of Appointment dated 11thMar, 2020. I hereby accept
the terms and conditions set out therein. I also agree that the salary details are strictly
confidential between me and the Organization. I undertake that there would be no
breach of this confidentiality agreement. I further confirm that I will be joining on 18th
May, 2020 and work for a minimum period of 3 years.

W
(B.SANKARA RAO)
AGM - HR & ADMIN.

With BestWishes,

for DECCANFINECHEMICALS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

We welcome you to Deccan family and look forward to a significant and fruitful
association.

In case there is no confirmation from your end on or before the specified date, this
offer shall automatically stands cancelled.

If the above terms and conditions are acceptable to you, pleasesign on the duplicate
copy of this offer of appointment and return to us in token of your acceptance.

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private Limited
Kesavaram, Venkatanagaram Post, Payakaraopeta Mandai,
Vishakapatnam District, A.P., 531127, India
Tel. +91 8931 204045decc
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Bandi  Manoj Kumar
S/o  Venkateswara Kumar
HNO                     :54-10-39/6,
LandMark            : Near Krishna College,
City/Village          : Isukathota,
Mandal                 : Visakhapatnam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-530022.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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ident - HR & Admin.

With Best Wishes,
For Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Pvt. Ltd

We welcome you to Deccan family and look forward to a long and fruitful association.

You are r6.Q!.liredto undergo a pre-employment medical check~up, which is arranged by the
company and this offer of appointment is strictly subject to your medical fitness only.

You will be governed by the Rules & Procedures of the company that are in force at present and
the changes take place from time to time.

This employment is terminable by either party by giving Two month prior notice. The company
reserves the right to payor recovers salary in lieu of notice period. Further, the company may at
its discretion relieve you from such date as it may deem fit even before the expiry of the notice
period without compensating for the un-expired period and is not bound to give any reason thereof.
You are advised to join the organization within 10 Days from the date of issue of this offer. In case
you do not join us by the stipulated time, this offer will automatically stands withdrawn I cancelled.
Please inform the exact date of joining over phone to HR Department, on 8886603270

You are requested to submit the following documents at the time of your joining:
• Copies of certificates along with originals in proof of your age, educational qualifications

and experience etc. for our verification and necessary records.( compulsory)
• Relieving letter from your present employer and proof of last salary drawn, CTC structure

letter issued by your present employer, last 3 months pay slips and 3 months bank
statement duly certified by bank officials. These documents are subject to scrutiny by us.

• 8 Passport Size color Photographs.
• Copy of your PAN Card and Aadhar Card.

Your remuneration will be as mutually discussed and agreed. Your employment is conditional
upon the management being satisfied on any reference and background checks that may be
carried out any time during the term of your employment with the company.

With reference to your application and the subsequent discussions we had with you, we are
pleased to offer you the position of GET in Production Department at our Unit situated at
Kesavaram village, Payakaraopeta Mandai, on the following terms and conditions.

Sub: Offer of Appointment - Reg.

Dear Mr. Manoj,

To
Mr.Bandi Manoj Kumar,
Sio Venkateswara Kumar,
54-10-39/6, Near Krishna College, Visakhapatnam
Visakhapatnam District, 530022.
Contact No: 9640275297, Email: bmanojkumar21@gmail.com.

Date: 12th Sep, 2020Ref: DFC(I)PLlKesavaram/HR/Offer/2020

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private limited
I«(~s"vararn,Venkatanagarall1l'ost, Pavakaraopcta Mandai,
vishakapatnarn District, A.P.,531127, lndia
Tel.+918931204045c
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Vanam  Uday Kiran
S/o  Suryanarayana
HNO                     :1-194,
City/Village          : Anthakapalli,
Mandal                 : Sabbavaram,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-531035.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 

.........44462.........
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.

.........44462.........
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Sammidi  Mani Kanta
S/o  Ram Babu
HNO                     :3-108,
City/Village          : Rekhavanipalem,
Mandal                 : Bheemunipatnam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-531163.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.

.........44435.........
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:19.03.2020,
Mr. Jujjuri  Sasidhar
S/o  Srinivasa Raju
HNO                     :12-112,
City/Village          : Sathya nagar,
Post                      : Chinnamusiwada,
Mandal                 : Pendurthi,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-531173.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.

.........44398.........
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:16.03.2020,
Mr. Malla  Appalanarasayya
S/o  Suryanarayana
HNO                     :8-92,
City/Village          : G.Koduru,
Mandal                 : Makavarapalem,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-531113.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.15000/-  per month  during your training period.

After submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Diploma,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:16.05.2020,
Mr. Shaik  Mahaboob Subhani
S/o  Amer Jani
HNO                     :76-5-29,
LandMark            : Baji Baba Street,Bhavanipuram,
City/Village          : Vijayawada,
District                 : KRISHNA-520012.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.15000/-  per month  during your training period.

After submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Diploma,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Buri  Datta Sai
S/o  Jagadish Kumar
HNO                     :16-36-52/1,
LandMark            : Road No:4,
City/Village          : Samba Murthy Nagar,
Post                      : Kakinada,
Mandal                 : Kakinada,
District                 : EAST GODAVARI-533001.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:16.03.2020,
Mr. Adabala  Roshan Nag Kumar
S/o  Sree Rama Chandra Murthy
LandMark            : Near BSNL Main Office,
City/Village          : Duddi Vari Agraharam,
Post                      : Moberlipet,
Mandal                 : Amalapuram,
District                 : EAST GODAVARI-533201.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Adari  Nikhil Sai Srinivas
S/o  Srihari Rao
HNO                     :12-115,
LandMark            : Panchaythi Street,
City/Village          : Munagapaka,
Mandal                 : Munagapaka,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-531033.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:16.03.2020,
Mr. Bojanki  Prudhvi
S/o  Demudu
HNO                     :5,Rishitha Residency,
City/Village          : Mangalapalem,
Mandal                 : Kothavalasa,
District                 : VIZIANAGARAM-535183.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:16.03.2020,
Mr. Chandaka  Sai Kumar
S/o  Suryanarayana
HNO                     :2-181,
LandMark            : Sheshapupeta,
Post                      : Vallapuram,
Mandal                 : Gurla,
District                 : VIZIANAGARAM-535217.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:20.03.2020,
Mr. Gonnabathula  S S A Hemanth
S/o  V S Ravi Kumar
HNO                     :15-12-18/4,
LandMark            : Eswar Apartments, Krishna Nagar,
City/Village          : Maharanipeta,
Mandal                 : Visakhapatnam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-530040.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-2,  situated  at Chippada Village, Bhemmunipatnam  Mandal, Visakhapatnam  District 

on the  on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:16.03.2020,
Mr. Jogi  Chandra Sai Girish
S/o  Venkata Srinivasa Rao
HNO                     :408,Sai Durga Towers,
LandMark            : Palangi Road,
City/Village          : Tanuku,
District                 : WEST GODAVARI-534211.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

 :08922 248917/927

Road Map :  Vizag to Tagarapuvalasa - Bus available. Tagarapuvalasa to Chippada - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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Sub : Letter for Training

With reference to your application and discussions had with you ,we are  pleased  to offer you a one-year training in 

Production Department,  at Unit-1,  situated  at  Lingojigudem  Village , Choutuppal  Mandal , Yadadri Bhuvanagiri 

District on the on the following terms and  conditions. 

Training  is  given  at  any  one  of  the  departments, branches & manufacturing   units  of  the organization, 

depending  on  the requirement  at  the sole  discretion of  management. If  required, you may  be  asked  to 

undergo training in shifts as well.

We extend to you our warmest welcome to our family of Divi's Laboratories Limited.

You shall be liable to be transferred/posted to any location, department & unit of the organization,depending 

on  the  requirement  for  training. Upon such  transfer, you  will  automatically  be  governed  by  the service 

conditions, rules,regulations and other terms as applicable at such new place.

To, Date:19.03.2020,
Mr. Nakkana  Manoj Yadav
S/o  Chandra Sekhar
HNO                     :11-66,
City/Village          : T V Towers colony,
Post                      : T V Towers colony,
Mandal                 : Simhachalam,
District                 : VISAKHAPATNAM-530028.

You will be on training for a period of one year from the date of reporting as a trainee and you will  be paid a        

stipend of Rs.16000/-  per month  during your training period.

After  submit / verification of  your  B.Tech  provisonal  certificate  you will  be paid a stipend of  Rs.16000/-  per 

month from the 1st of the following month.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If  you  intend  to discontinue your  training  during  the  training period, you have to  give  three months prior 

notice in writing or return three months stipend in lieu thereof, which may be modified  from time to time and 

the same will be notified.

You are  entitled  to  seven casual  and five sick leaves during your training period. You will also be covered 

under ESI act,1948.

You will be required to undergo pre-training medical check-up as this offer is subject to your medical fitness 

and  you will  be required to undergo periodical medical check-ups during your training period. Your training 

will be terminated , if you are not found medically fit.

This offer of training  is based on the information furnished in your application. If, at any given time, it comes   

to the knowledge of the management that any of this information is incorrect or any relevant information has 

been  suppressed, then your  training  based on this letter of training, is  liable to be terminated, without any 

notice or any stipend in lieu thereof.

After  completing  your  training, the organization, at  its sole discretion, may or may  not  offer  employment 

  and no trainee shall have the right to demand absorption in employment of the organization. 
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Yours sincerely,

K.SUBBA RAO

For DIVI 'S  LABORATORIES LTD

In  case the terms  and conditions of  training stated  above are acceptable to you, please sign  this letter in token of 

you having understood  and having  accepted  the  same  and  shall  submit  before  you  join  for  training.

You  are  required  at  all  times  to  maintain  the  highest  order of  discipline  and  secrecy  as  regards  the  

training of the organization. Any of technical / personal information, which might come into  your  possession 

during continuance of your training in the organization,shall not be disclosed,divulged or made public by you 

even thereafter.

You shall  adhere to  Organization's policies, procedures, rules and regulations, discipline and general  work 

practices,which are subject to change from time to time.

You shall  forthwith  intimate any change  in  your residential address as and when any change takes  place.

Your training is  liable for  termination at any time without notice or enquiry, if you are found indulging  in any 

misconduct.

You shall join training within a week after completion of your final year examination including practical`s, provided if you  

cleared  all  the  subjects  in  previous  examinations. You  may  bring  marks  memo`s  as a  proof  of passed previous 

examinations at the time of joining . 

10.

11.

12.

13.

Your progress in  training  is  reviewed  from time to time and  if  found unsatisfactory , your  training  will  be 

terminated without  notice. 

14.

15.

We take this oppurtunity to welcome you to the organization and wish you good luck.

GENERAL MANAGER  (P&A)

You are required to submit the following at the time of joining

b.   Four passport size color photographs.

c.   Four copies of post card  size  black & white group  photo of  yours along  with  your dependent parents,

      and your spouse & children if married.  

d.   Photo copies of  Aadhaar & PAN  cards of  yours along  with  your  father, mother, spouse  and children,     

      if  Married. 

e.   Photo copy  of  SBI  savings  bank  account  passbook.

a.   For verification purpose, we need your original certificates of S.SC,Inter,& B.Tech and 

       photo copies of the same.  

ACCEPTANCE

Signature: Date:

:08694-257001

Road Map :  Hyderabad to Choutuppal - Bus available. Choutuppal  to Lingojigudem  - Autos available.  

I understand the contents  of offer of  training  and  I  hearby accept the  terms and conditions mentioned  there in.
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With Best Wishes,
For Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Pvt. Ltd

We welcome you to Deccan family and look forward to a long and fruitful association.

You are required to undergo a pre-employment medical check-up, which is arranged by the
company and this offer of appointment is strictly subject to your medical fitness only.

You will be governed by the Rules & Procedures of the company that are in force at present and
the changes take place from time to time.

This employment is terminable by either party by giving Two month prior notice. The company
reserves the right to payor recovers salary in lieu of notice period. Further, the company may at
its discretion relieve you from such date as it may deem fit even before the expiry of the notice
period without compensating for the un-expired period and is not bound to give any reason thereof.

You are advised to join the organization within 10 Days from the date of issue of this offer. In case
you do not join us by the stipulated time, this offer will automatically stands withdrawn I cancelled.
Please inform the exact date of joining over phone to HR Department, on 8886603270

You are requested to submit the following documents at the time of your joining:
• Copies of certificates along with originals in proof of your age, educational qualifications

and experience etc. for our verification and necessary records.( compulsory)
• Relieving letter from your present employer and proof of last salary drawn, CTC structure

letter issued by your present employer, last 3 months pay slips and 3 months bank
statement duly certified by bank officials. These documents are subject to scrutiny by us.

• 8 Passport Size color Photographs.
• Copy of your PAN Card and Aadhar Card.

Your remuneration will be as mutually discussed and agreed. Your employment is conditional
upon the management being satisfied on any reference and background checks that may be
carried out any time during the term of your employment with the company.

With reference to your application and the subsequent discussions we had with you, we are
pleased to offer you the position of GET in Production Department at our Unit situated at
Kesavaram village, Payakaraopeta Mandai, on the following terms and conditions.

Sub: Offer of Appointment - Reg.

Dear Mr. Sampath,

To
Mr.Peddina Sampath Kumar,
Sio Janardhana Rao,
19-316/2, Near Central jail, Visakhapatnam
Visakhapatnam District, 530040.
Contact No: 9440361958, Email: sampathpeddina@gmail.com.

Date: 12th Sep, 2020Ref: DFC(I)PLlKesavaram/HR/Offer/2020

Deccan Fine Chemicals (India) Private limited
kcsavaram, vonkatonagaram Post, Pavakaraopeta Mandai,
vtshakapatnarn District,A.P.,531127, Inelia
Tel. +91. 8931 204045ca
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